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ARKANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
Thirty-Ninth Annual Meeting
Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas
April 22-23, 1955
Friday, April 22

8 00 a.m
10 30 a.m

12 15 p.m
2 00 p.m

3 30 p.m

4 00 p.m.
6 00 p.m.
<M

S7

00 p.m.

8 00 p.m.

8 30 p.m.

Registration.
First Business Meeting, Miss Ruth Armstrong presiding.
Welcoming address
by L. C. Sears, Dean of Harding College. Committee reports, etc.
Luncheon, Mayfair Hotel Coffee Shop.
Sectional Meetings: Biology, Chemistry,
Geography, Geology, History and Government, Mathematics, Medicine, Physics,
Sociology.
Junior Academy Exhibits.
Tour and Tea for Wives. Tea at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Joe Pryor.
Open House.
Dinner: Robertson's Rendevous ,Miss Ruth
Armstrong Presiding.
Presentation of
Science Fair Awards by H. G. Dowling.
Annual Public Lecture : "The Forward Look
in Science Education," by Bowen C. Dees,
Program Director for Fellowships, National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C.
Organizational Meeting of the Arkansas
Science Teachers Association.
The Bartered Bride, an opera by Smetana, presented by the Harding Music
Department in cooperation with the
Speech and Dramatic Department.
Junior Academy Exhibits.
Science Movies.
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ARKANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
April 23

Saturday,

8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

12:15 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Coffee and Doughnuts:
Emerald Room of
Ganus Student Center.
Joint Meeting of Senior and Junior Academies of Science. Selected papers from
the National Science Talent Search.
Second Business Meeting. Committee reports, election of officers, treasurer's report, location of next year's
meeting, installation of officers, adjournment by new president.
College Cafeteria.
Informal Luncheon.
Trip
arranged
by
Field
Dr. Dwight Moore.
SECTIONAL PROGRAM
Biology

Chairman:

W. W. Nedrow, Arkansas State College

B-l-1 A Plastic Mounting Technique for Herbaria.
Albert Robinson, Arkansas State College.
E. A.
B-2-2 Mass Increase During Photosynthesis.
Spessard, Hendrix College.
B-3-3 Photoelectrons in Photosynthesis. Louis Galloway, Hendrix College.
B-4-4 Notes on Selected Mississippi Plants. G. T.
Johnson, University of Arkansas.
B-5-5 Spinach Aphid Control by Ladybird Beetles.
James E. Roberts, University of Arkansas.
B-6-6 Botanical Illustration Through the Ages. H.
H. Iltis, University of Arkansas.
B-7-7 A Scheme of General Classification in the Phylum Chordata. Paul R. Harding, Jr., Hendrix
College
B-8-8 Evidence of Seasonal Change in the Bacterial
Flora of Southern Soils. Peter H. Matisheck,
University of Arkansas.

.
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B-9-9 Sixteen species of

Reptiles from the Harding
Hobo Island Area. Mary Burton Dionlap, Harding College.

Farm,

Chemistry

Chairman:

E. A. Pro vine, Ouachita Baptist College

C-l-10 Recent Developments in High Energy Nuclear Re-

actions.
Richard W. Fink, University of
Arkansas
An Investigation of the Decay Scheme of Cr^.
George W. Warren, University of Arkansas.
The Polar Properties of the Solvent and the
Conductance of Electrolytes at Infinite Dilution. Edward S. Amis, University of Arkansas
Ion Pair Formation inLow Dielectric Constant
Solvents.
P. H. Flaherty and K. H. Stern,
University of Arkansas.
Assaying of Some Arkansas Oil Shales.
John
H. Foreman, University of Arkansas.
The Synthesis and Rearrangement of 2, 2-diphenycyclopropyldiphenylcarbinol.
F.M. Hornyak and H. M. Walborsky, University of Arkansas.
Differential Thermal Analysis of Perchlorates
Rommy Rodgers,
and Chlorates.
Marvin T.
Edminson, and Aubrey E. Harvey, University
of Arkansas.
Fused Salt Electromotive Force Cells.
Kurt
Stern, University of Arkansas.

.

C-2-11

C-3-12

C-4-13
C-5-14

C-6-15

C-7-16

C-8-17

.

Geography

Chairman: 0. Orland Maxfield, University of Arkansas
G-l-18 The Establishment

and Use of Determinative
Criteria in Transportation Geography. James
E. Vance, Jr., University of Arkansas.
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G -2-19 Plant Geography of Mexico. Albert Robinson,
Jr., Arkansas State College.
0. OrG-3-20 The Nature of Southern Regionalism.
land Maxfield, University of Arkansas
G 4-21 Geography of the South as a Course
Group
Discussion.

-

.

Geology

Chairman: Harlan B. Counts
Division of Water Supply,, Little Rock
Gl-1-22 A Method of Study of Regional Seismicity,
James E. Case, Lamar State College. (Read
by K. C. Jackson. )
Gl-2-23 Studies of Artificial Recharge in the Grand
Prairie Region, Arkansas
R.T. Sniegocki,
U. S. Geological Survey, Little Rock, Ark.
Gl-3-24 Hydrologic Studies Aid in Control of Sand
Flows in Bauxite Mines of Arkansas , Roy W.
Ryling, U. S. Geological Survey, Little
Rock, Ark.
Gl-4-25 A Heavy Mineral Study of the Hartshorne Sandstone in the Arkansas Valley. C F. Piles
and J. E. Sherman, University of Arkansas,
Gl-5-26 Heavy Mineral Study of the Atoka Formation
from the Hamm Well Section 2 5 T9N R29W.
F. B. Connelly, University of Arkansas.
Gl-6-27 An Integrated Curriculum in Earth Material.
Kern C. Jackson, University of Arkansas.

.

History

and Government
Chairman: G. G. Iggers, Philander Smith College

HG-1-28 Mississippi Politics During the Progressive

Period. Charles G. Hamilton, College of
the Ozarks.
HG-2-29 Russo-German Negotiations Leading to the Second World War. Richard F. Staar, Harding
College

.
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An Aspect of Nazi Economic
Theory. Amos E. Simpson,
University of
Arkansas.
St. John de Crevecoeur as a Diplomat, 17831790. James J. Hudson, University of Arkansas.
Segregation in Buses.
M.M. Grossack, Philander Smith College.

HG-3-30 Wehrwirtschaft:
HG-4-31
HG-5-32

Mathematics
Chairman: Lyle J. Dixon, Arkansas State College

Ma-1-33 A Lesson from the History of Mathematics.
B. H. Gundlach, University of Arkansas.

Ma-2-34 A Theorem on Powers of Functions. John Stallings, University of Arkansas.

Ma-3-35 What Can We Do for Our Good Students?

Discussion led by H. Shniad, University of
Arkansas.

Chairman:

Me-1-36

C-37

r-3-3#

Me-4-39

r-5-40

Jacob

Medicine
University of Arkansas

Sacks,

Nutritional Aspects of Use of Artificial NonNutritive Sweeteners in Foods and Beverages. Paul L. Day, University of Arkansas
School of Medicine.
The Uptake of Iron-59 by Erythrocytes and
Bone-Marrow of the Pigeon. Horace N. Marvin and I. Meschan. University of Arkansas
School of Medicine.
Absorption Droplets in the Renal Tubules of
the Fish. O.C. Jaffee, University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
Experimental Studies on the Prevention of
Post-Operative Adhesions.
James Langdon,
University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
Ectopic Pregnancy.
J.O. Porter, University
of Arkansas School of Medicine.
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Me-6-41 The

Respiratory

Circulatory Effects of
Joe Bates,
Lloyd D. Seager, and Carl T. Banner, University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
The Fyrogenic and Respiratory Effects of Dicumarolin Experimental Animals. Max Cheney
and Lloyd D. Seager, University of Arkansas
School of Medicine.
Sodium Salts and Acid-Base Balance inEdema.
Samuel A. Corson and Elizabeth O'Leary Corson, University of Arkansas, School of Medicine

and

6-Chloroquinoxaline Methiodode.

Me-7-42

Me-8-43

.

Physics

Chairman: L. B. Ham, University of Arkansas

P-l-44 Effects of Mercury Switches in Condenser Dis-

charge Circuits. H.M. Dumas, Jr., and Leo
Paladino, University of Arkansas.
P 2-45 Measurement of Gas Evolution in Vacuum by a
Dynamic Method. Brian Miller, University
of Arkansas.
P-3-46 Direct Determination of Thermal Diffusivity
Using Radial Unsteady Flow ina Ring- Shaped
Specimen.
R. C. McMillan, University of
Arkansas
P-4-47 Methods of Working Physics Problems. Ronald
A. McGee, Southern State College.
P 5-48 The Ratio of L-Capture to K-Capture in Radioactive Decay, BerolL, Robinson and Richard
W. Fink, University of Arkansas.
M. K. RamaP- 6-49 Nuclear Isomersism in T12°4.
Swamy, University of Arkansas.
P- 7-50 Scintillation Spectrometer Studies of the
Gamma-Radiation of Bal31. William C. Beggs,
University of Arkansas.
P-8-51 Photographic Recording of Fast Events. The
Use of Eastman Kodak's Tri-X Film with the
Oscilloscope and the Electron Microscope
University of Arkansas.
Ruth P. Rhoades,

-

.

-

.
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p-9-52 Specular and Diffuse Reflection of Films Deposited in Vacuum.
Z. V. Harvalik, University of Arkansas.
P-10-53 The Production of High Energy Photons by Photon-Electron Collision. John S. Moore, Jr.,
Pangburn High School.
Sociolog;

Chairman:

Fred Voget, University of Arkansas

-

An Index of InteracS 1-54 Social Participation:
tion. Robert G. Schmidt, Southern State
College.
Agricultural and Mechanical ColArkansas
S-2-55
lege's General Education Study. George S.
Reuter, Jr., Arkansas A. & M. College.
Relationship
of Fossil Races to Living Man.
S-3-56
J. L. Stone, Arkansas A. & M. College.
John E.
S-4-57 The Sociology of Reconstruction.
Steely, Southern Baptist College.
S 5-58 An Attempted Validation of the Strong Vocational Interest Test for Women.
Donald
Stewart, University of Arkansas.

-
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A PLASTIC MOUNTING TECHNIQUE FOR HERBARIA
Albert Robinson, Jr.

Arkansas State College
The perfect technique of mounting herbarium specimens has never yet been attained and will probably
However, there are several methods
never be achieved
involving plastic adhesive material which seem to offer promise when compared with the time-honored glue
method. The particular technique under consideration
in this paper has been used successfully by the writer
and two botany majors working under his direction.
The plastic adhesive used is sold under the trade
name "Gelva."i/ This material is marketed as a solid
and is dissolved in alcohol. Methyl, ethyl, or isopropyl may be used as a solvent. Of the three mentioned, the writer has found iso-propyl to be the
iso-propyl
most satisfactory for several reasons:
lacks the toxicity of methyl, does not involve the
legal restrictions connected with ethyl, and the plastic appears to be more readily soluble in it.
In preparing the plastic for use, one takes a definite quantity of alcohol (one quart, etc.) and adds
the solid plastic to the alcohol until a heavy syrup
is formed. It may take some time for the material
to go into solution so that one should have several
batches in preparation to assure a continuous supply
for immediate use at any one time. The solution may
be heated to hasten the rate at which the plastic
goes into solution, but the writer prefers to prepare the material at room temperature since this has
proven most satisfactory for him.
After the plastic is ready for use, specimens are
The
mounted by the method subsequently described.

.

=/

Sold by Shawinnigan Products
Gelva Grade V-25.
Corp., 350 5th Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
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plastic solution is spread onto a large glass plate
by means of a paint brush. Care should be taken to
see that the material is liberally applied. The
specimen to be mounted is then placed on the glass
plate in the same position it vail occupy when mounted on the herbarium sheet, carefully pressed down
so that the adhesive thoroughly contacts the under-

side, allowed to remain on the plate for approximately one minute, and then removed and applied to
the herbarium sheet. A piece of waxed paper, household type, is placed over the specimen, several layers of newspaper placed over that, and subsequent
specimens in like manner.
After a pile of specimens
has been prepared, a heavy weight is applied to the
top of the stack and allowed to remain for twentyfour hours. It must be emphasized that a heavy weight
is necessary to insure thorough bonding of the specimen to the herbarium sheet. After pressing for twentyfour hours, the specimen is removed and is ready for
routine processing.
The glass plate may be cleaned
by running cold water over it. This causes the plastic to congeal and assume a milky white color. It
may then be stripped off the glass plate and returned
to the stock solution. The paint brush used to apply
the plastic to the plate is kept pliable by dipping
in alcohol.
In addition to the routine use of the above mounting method, the writer sprays specimens used for
teaching purposes with Geon Latex 552. i=/ This substance is a vinyl resin which covers the specimen
with a clear film that is quite water and insect
proof.

As stated inthe beginning, no mounting method is
completely satisfactory or fool-proof. Neither is

=/ The writer wishes to thank the manufacturers

of
this material, B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co., for
supplying him with an experimental quantity of
Geon Latex 552.
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this one, as itoften takes considerable practice to
achieve good results. It does, however, have certain
qualities which have encouraged the writer to use it
in preference to others.

Editor's note: Attention might be called to the fact
that the method of using Polyvinyl Acetate (marketed
under the trade name Gelva) was described by V.H.H.
Williamson inthe Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol.65,
July-August, 1950. Since this publication is probably
not available to the readers of the Proceedings, the
Gelva method is presented here for the benefit of
those who would like to try it.

https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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SPINACH APHID CONTROL BY LADYBIRD BEETLES
James E. Roberts
University of Arkansas
Some species of aphids have long been recognized
as a favorite food of Ladybird beetle adults and larvae. In spite of the tremendous reproductive capacity of aphids , the Ladybird beetle is capable of
holding aphid populations well incheck under certain
natural conditions.
This paper presents results of studies of the spinach aphid and the interrelationship of mixed populations of the Ladybird beetle and spinach aphid under controlled conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Large Cage for Population Studies

Figure 1 presents a picture of a cage constructed
in one corner of a green house for the large cage
experiment.
The cage was three feet high supported
by legs three feet in length. The sides of the cage
were covered with muslin and the top with "sunray
wire," a transparent glass substitute.
Figure 2 shows a sketch of the floor plan of the
cage.
A six -feet -square wooden floor was covered
with approximately six inches of soil. A sleevecovered manhole was left in the center of the wooden
floor for entry into the cage. A one-foot-square
duct provided an opening between the cage and an outside window. The duct was covered at the outer end
with a fine mesh screen to exclude the passage of
insects. An 8-inch fan installed in the duct was
used to regulate temperature.
A thermostat inside
the cage was set to start the fan at 80° F. On days
when cage temperature was above 80° F., the fan pulled
cooler air in from outside. Recordings of a thermostat
Published by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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Figure 1

Population Study Cage

12
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Figure 2

Floor Plan of Cage

Published by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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revealed an average temperature inside of the cage
of 74.17° F. for the entire experimental record.
Radishes were used as food plants for the aphids
because they germinate and grow faster than spinach.
Three rows were planted every other day with a total
of 9 plantings or 27 rows. When the total space was
planted, new plantings were continued by pulling up
the 3 oldest rows. This was done in order to maintain young plants of a uniform age range.
Populations were initiated by the introduction of
five newly-matured aphids into the cage. Numbers of
aphids present on nine plants were recorded every
other day. These plants were selected at random from
the three rows that were pulled up and replanted that
day. The plants that were pulled up were placed on
a wire rack inside the cage No aphids were ever removed intentionally from the cage.

.

RESULTS
Table 1 presents

three columns

of related data

from the large cage study and corresponding mathematical calculations.
Column two shows counts of aphids per nine plants
on the dates listed in column one. Five newly-matured
aphids were introduced on November 9th to initiate
tjiis population. Column three represents total numbers of aphids that may have been present in the cage
on the corresponding dates. This column is based on
counts of aphids per nine plants and a close approxiAssumption is made that
mation of total plants.
aphids were equally distributed and that plants were
uniform in size. Since aphid counts were made from
the oldest plants, numbers in column three are somewhat exaggerated, even though they are based on actual counts.
Column four represents a theoretical
calculation of the potential population which five
newly-matured spinach aphids could give rise to in
thirty-one days. The above calculation is based on
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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Table

1, The trend of a spinach aphid population in

Date

November
9

the absence of natural enemies under large
cage conditions.
Number aphid s
per 9 plants

Total

Actual^/

0
2

0

aphids

Theoretical^/
0

949

34

511
8,511

21

5,340

1,760
2,276
2,866

40

10,217

5,401

482

124,227

34

8,591

456

117,725

854

220,358

946

243,810

10

1,347

12

607

347,603
156,503

303

78,251

18

475
80

122,602
20,666

20

176

45,395

21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

29

30
December
1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8

9

13
14
15
16
19

1,317

3,814

7,910

11,459

16,354

29,878
41,899

31,290

56,081
76,276
106,034
149,347

210,802
295,788
398,897

y Total

=/

population present in cage based on counts
in column 2.
Calculations of the possible potential population.
15

Published by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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records of individual rearing of spinach aphids on
radishes. This theoretical calculation was increasing at the rate of 103,109 aphids per day by the
thirty-first day, which would indicate a fairly close
correlation between the calculated total population
actually present and the theoretical totals on that
date.
Columns two and three indicate an apparent decline
of this population after December 10th, even though
natural enemies were completely excluded. Since there
was no obvious reduction in number of aphids present
on the basis of total plant surface area, an explanation of probable causes of this decline is presented
herewith.
Probably the most important factor contributing
to the decline in numbers of aphids per plant wa3
much smaller plants, hence smaller surface area. The
smaller plants were apparently caused by both the
heavy aphid population and weather conditions unfavorable for plant growth; e.g. short, cloudy days.
The appearance
of large numbers of winged aphids
along with the population peak could well have been
a partial cause o f the declining numbers of aphids
per plant. The appearance of winged aphids is nearly
always accompanied by crowded conditions and/or shortage of food. Many of the winged aphids left the
plants, and apparently spent the remainder of their
lives on the cage walls. Presumably they were trying to escape from the cage, Many of the non-winged
aphids also exhibited a general discontent by continuously crawling about the cage during the population peak.
Table 2 presents records from the spinach aphid
population subjected to lady bettles under large cage
conditions.
Five newly-matured aphids were introduced into the cage on January 11, 1955.
Column two presents number of aphids per nine
plants on the dates listed in column one. Fluctuations within this column are closely correlated with

,

https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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SPINACH APHID CONTROL BY LADYBIRD BEETLES
absence or presence of lady beetle larva or adults.
A mixture of four different species of lady beeAs shown
tle adults were introduced into the cage.
in column three, these were introduced into the cage
at intervals. Many of the first adult beetles introduced failed to reproduce. Additional introductions were made at intervals, attempting to provide
for the initiation of a lady beetle population that
would eliminate the aphids present in the cage.
Column four presents the number of larvae which
hatched in the cage. Lady beetle eggs were deposited
in clusters on the sides and top of the cage. Counts
of larvae were made on the date hatching occurred.
Newly-hatched larvae remained ina cluster around the
egg shells for a few hours.
The most obvious result shown in Table 2 is the
rapid reduction in number of aphids per nine plants
between March 10 and March 20. However, the plants
appeared to be very unhealthy, and the aphids seemed
discontented even before March 10, 1955. Hence the
aphid population would have probably taken a downward trend at this point without the effect of natural
enemies, as shown in Table 1.
Hippodomia converg ens (Guer) was the most prevalent species of lady beetle introduced into the cage.
According to observations by Clausen (1) an individual of this species consumed an average of 349 aphids
during the larva], period and 863 during total adult
life. Females lived considerably longer than males
and consumed approximately three times as many aphids.
He reports an average of 163 days for the larval period of this species.
On the basis of Clausen's
findings the aphid population could not have been
eradicated by the lady beetles alone if conditions
favorable for maximum aphid reproduction had existed.
Hence the effect of limited plant surface area due
to sickened and smaller plants surely favored the
eradication of aphids by the lady beetles present.
Nevertheless, the presence of lady beetles, esPublished by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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Table 2. The effect of lady beetle adults and larva
upon a spinach aphid population under large
cage conditions.
Number
aphids per
9 plants

Date

January
11
22

24
28

30

iS
109

February
1

306

3
5
7
9

11

13

15
17
19

21

23

25
27

March
1
2

396

352
528
770

871

1,001

6

29

2

4

5

357

43
First adults emerge
from pupae

281

579

345
501

6
5

289

5
4

34 adults present
in cage

12

76

16

28

20
22

0
0

18

4

573

14

10

10

489

439
919
2,010
2,' 538
1,620

I
8

Number
newly hatched
L>B> larvae

0

15
17

26

.

„ .
. .
Number
uo
adult
T '
V,
L
B ' introduced

9
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pecially the larval stage, seemed to be very effec-

tive in holding the aphid population in check. On
the basis of a l6-day larval feeding period, the 85
larvae which hatched between February 9 and February
13 may have consumed an average of 1,483 aphids per
day or a total of 29,665 aphids. This potential consumption of aphids by lady beetle larvae plus help
from lady beetle adults present would account for
the -progressively lower counts of aphids- per niae
plants between February 13 and March 1* The 214 lady
beetle larvae which hatched between March 4 and March
18 may have consumed an average of 2,919 per day or
a total of 87,599 aphids.
SUMMARY
The spinach aphid has a tremendous reproductive
capacity.
As the population increases, plants become progressively unhealthy and stunted under large
cage conditions.
Potential increase of aphids is
then checked by lack of sufficient plant surface area.
Lady beetle adults and larvae can rapidly reduce
a population of spinach aphids when present in sufficient numbers. Plants recover amazingly fast when
freed of aphids.
LITERATURE CITED
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A SCHEME OF GENERAL CLASSIFICATION
IN THE PHYLUM CHORDATA
Paul R. Harding, Jr.
Hendrix College
Phylum, Chordata
Subphylum, Hemichordata

Balanoglossus,

glossus

Sacco-

(Dolichoglossus )

Subphylura,

Protochordata
Cephalochordata
Branchiostoma (Amphioxus)
Class, Urochordata (Tunicata)
Order, Ascidiacea
sea squirts
Order, Thaliacea
salpians
Order, Larvacea
larvacians
Subphylum, Vertebrata (Craniata)
Branch, Agnatha (Monorhina)
with single nostril and circular mouth
without jaws
Class, Ostracodermi
armored fishes ; extinct
Orders: Osteostraci, Heterostraci, Anaspida
Class, Cyclostomata
Unarraored, eel-like
Order, Myxinoidea
hagfishes
Order, Petromyzontia
lampreys
Branch, Gnathostomata (Amphirhina)
two nostrils and with jaws
fishlike gnathostomes
Grade, Pisces
Class, Placodermi (Aphetohyoidea)
armored fishes; extinct
Orders: Arthrodira, Acanthodii, Antiarchi , Petalichthyida,
Rhenanida, Palaeospondylia
Class, Chondrichthyes
( Elasmobranchii)
Cartilaginous
fishes
with gill septa (separate
gill clefts)

Class,
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Cladoselache;
Order, Cladoselachii
extinct
Order, Pleuracanthodii
Pleuracanthus, extinct
Order, Selachii
Suborder, Squali
sharks
Suborder, Raji (Batoidea)
skates,
rays, sawfish, guitar fish
Order, Bradyodonti
Ancestral to Holocephali. Extinct. Cochliodus; Psammodus
Order, Holocephali
chimeras
Class, Osteichthyes
bony fishes without separate gill clefts
Subclass, Choanichthyes
primitive
bony fishes; nostrils connected to mouth cavity
Order, Crossopterygii
lobe-finned
fishes; ancestral to Tetra-

poda

Actinistia
Family, Coelacanthidae
Latimeria chalumnae (193B ,

Suborder,

1952, 1953, 1954)
Suborder, Rhipidistia
Families: Osteolepidae, Rhizodontidae, Urostheneidae,
Holoptychiidae,
Tarrasiidae
Order, Dipnoi (Dipneusti)
Lungproper
fishes
Subclass, Actinopterygii (Teleostomi)
ray-finned fishes; nostrils not connected
to
mouth cavity
Superorders:
Chondrostei, Holostei, Teleostei
Grade, Tetrapoda
Published by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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Subgrade,

Anamniota
without extraembryonic membranes
Class, Amphibia
Stegocephalia
Subclass,
skull
and cheeks roofed with
bony plates
Order, Labyrinthodontia
teeth
with abundantly infolded
dentine in the pulp cavityj
body armored with scales
or plates; extinct
Order, Gymnophiona (Apoda)-Caecilians
Subclass, Caudata (Urodela)
salamanders and newts
frogs
Subclass, Salientia (Anura)
and toads
Subgrade, Araniota
with extraembryonic
membranes
Class, Reptilia
Order, Squamata
Suborder, Lacertilia (Sauria)
lizards
Suborder, Ophidia (Serpentes)
snakes
SphenoOrder, Rhynchocephalia
don, unampsosaurus
Champs osaurus
(Chelon
Order, Testudinata
inata (Chelonia)-tortoises, terrapins, turtles
Order, Crocodilia (Loricata)
crocodiles,
alligators,
ga vials, caimans
Order, Cotylosauria
Primitive
extinct reptiles, closely
resembling the most primitive amphibians (Labyrinthodontia) and of great
phylogenetic importance as

—
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links with them. Example:
Seymouria

.

Extinct large
aquatic reptiles with long
snake-like scaly bodies, a
crocodile-like head, strong
recurved teeth, and two
pairs of flippers in place
of legs. Examples: MosaTylosaurus , Clidastes,
saurus, etc.
Order, Ichthyosauria
Extinct fishlike reptiles with long
tapering rostrum.
Examples : Ichthyosaurus, Sten-

Order, Mosasauria

—

opterygius

.

Order, Plesiosauria
Extinct longaquatic reptiles
necked
with flippers in place of
legs. Example: ELasmosaurus.

Order, Pterosauria

Extinct flying
reptiles, pterodactyls
Examples: Pteranodon,Hhamphorhynchus.
(Phytosauria)
Order, Thecodontia
crocodile-like
Extinct
reptiles with long narrow
jaws, and nostrils close
in front of the eyes rather
than on the end of the
snout. Examples: Belodon ,
Hystriosuchus

Order,

1
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Fin back
Pelycosauria
lizards; extinct. ExamDimetrodon,
pies:
EdaOphiacodontiphosaurus.
dae (example: Ophiacodon)
ancestral to mammals.
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Order, Dinosauria
Extinct generalized bird-like and lizard-like forms; contains
ttie largest, most grotesque
and most variable reptiles.
Suborder, Ornithischia
With
bird -like pelvis; birdbeaked, duck-billed, birdfooted, seme ostrich-like,
etc. Examples: Ornithomimus and Struthiomimus ,
ostrich- like; Trachodon ,
duck -bUlsd dinosaur; £qrythosaurus, hooded duck-bill
dinosaur; Stegosaurug, two
rows of vertical plates on
back, brain exceptionallysmall, spinal cord vdth
brachial and sacral en-

largements ; Trlceratops ,
head with three horns and
the skull extended like a
shield over the back and
shoulde rs ; Ankylosaurus ,
armored
Suborder, Saurischia
VJ±fcli lizard like pelvis
Examples : Tyrannosaurus, Brcntosaurus,
Brachiosaurus ,

-

.

.

Diplodocus, Comosognathus

.

Order, Therapsida
Extinct mammalExample:
like reptiles.
Cynognathus
Evolved fro:n
but
order Pelycosauria,
not ancestral to mammals.
Class, Aves
birds
Subclass, Archaeornithes
"Ancient
birds" showing reptilian
ancestry; extinct. Exam-

.
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pies:

Archaeornis

,

Ar-

chaeopteryx.

Subclass, Neornithes
"New birds"
Superorder, Odontormae
Ichthyornis; extinct. Toothed;
good flyer.
Superorder, Odontolcae
Hesperornis; extinct.
Also
with true teeth in sockets;
a flightless (wing of humerus only) diver.
Superorder, Ratitae
Cursorial
flightless birds with unkeeled sternum. Examples:
ostrich, rhea, emu, cassowary, kiwi, elephant bird,
moa.
Superorder, Carinatae
Adapted
for flight, sternum keeled.
Great majority of modern
birds.
Class, Mammalia
Subclass, Prototheria
egg-laying
mammals
duckbill
Order, Monotremata
and spiny anteater.
Order, Multituberculata
an
extinct group of doubtful
position.
Subclass, Theria
viviparous mammals.
Infraclass, Metatheria (Didelphia) viviparous mammals
usually without allantoic
placenta.
Order, Marsupialia
pouched
Opossum, kangamammals.
roo, wombat, wallaby, flying phalange r, koala, mar-

.

—

¦
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supial mole,
bandicoot,
marsupial mouse, Tasmanian
wolf, Tasmanian devil, tiger cat, etc.
Extinct orders of doubtful
position: ffcntotheria (also
called Trituberculata
probably ancestral to later types of mammals).
Triconodonta, Symmetrodonta.
Infraclass, Eutheria (Monodelfhia) viviparous mammals
with allantoic placenta.
Superorder, Unguiculata
Sloths,
clawed mammals
pangolin or scaly anteater,
hairy anteater, rabbi ts
armadillos, aardvark, ro-

.

,

dents, bats, carnivores,
insect iv ores, sealions,
seals, walruses, etc.
mamSuperorder, Primates
mals with nails
Order, Lemuroidea
lemurs
Ruff e d lemur,
mouse lemur, tiee shrews,
slowloris, aye-aye (Chiromys ), etc.
Order, Tarsioidea
tarsiers
Order, Anthropoidea
anthropoids. Men, apes,
monkeys
Superorder, Ungulata hoofed
mammals.
Order, Condylarthra
condylarths; extinct

.

.

—

—
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Order, Dinocerata
Uintatheres; extinct
Order, Sirenia
dugongs
and manatees. Large
fishlike forms believed
to have an ungulate origin.

Order, Peris sodactyla
foot withan odd number
of toes, each usually
sheathed in a cornified
Asses, zebras,
hoof.
horses, tapirs, rhinoctitanotheres,
eroses,
chalicotheros
Order, Artiodactyla
foot with even number
of toes, each usuallysheathed ina cornified
hoof. Pigs, hippopotamuses, and such ruminants as camels, chevrotians (mouse deer),
deer, elk, moose, antelope, giraffes, cattle, bison, ox, water
buffalo, cape buffalo,
sheep, goats, musk ox,
llama, etc.
Order, Proboscidea
number of toes odd or even,
each with small naillike hoof, nose and upper lip combined into
along muscular proboscis. Elephants, mastodons, mammoths.
four
Order, Hyracoidea
toes on fore limb, three

.

—
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on hind; superficially
like guinea pigs, but
related to hoofed animals. Coneys, Pro ca via
(Hyrax)
Superorder, Cetacea
body

.

superficially fishlite;

-

fore limbs of broad and
paddle like flippers
digits
with embedded
and no claws; no hind
limbs; tail ending in
two broad transverse
fleshy flukes.
Order, Odontoceti
toothed whales. Sperm
whale or chacalot, killer whale, narwhal,
porpoises,
blackfish,
whale, pygmy
beaked
sperm whale, etc. Homodont dentition.
Order, Mysticeti
whalebone whales or baleen
whales. No teeth mouth
with numerous parallel
horny plates of "whalebone" or "baleen" on
sides of upper jaw used
to strain smalL animals
from water. Right whale,
rorqual, gray whale,
blue or sulphur-bottom
whale, humpback whale,
etc.
Order, Archaeoceti
zeuglodont whales; extinct. Dentition heterodont.
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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In preparing the system of general classification

presented here, the writer has acted under the adoption of a constructive

policy, and has contrived to

make no radical departures from conventional methods.

Indeed, it has been the writer's wish to improve or

build further upon the better foundations of general
classification.
In order to provide an understanding of the manner of grouping, brief notes are given with the names
of most of the different main taxa. For clarity, synonymy has been indicated.
•.:
In reviving usch groupings as Ungulata and Unguiculata, the writer has wished not to show any tendencies toward an artificial system. It will be
noticed that the chalicotheres (horse allies with
clawlike terminal phalanges) have been placed in the
Ungulata. Dinosauria has been regarded by others as
an artificial taxonomic group, and in reviving its
use as a definite taxon, the writer feels that he is
justified because
Saurischia and Ornithischia are
well related through their general similarity of
limbs, ribs, vertebrae, and skulls.
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THE NATURE OF SOUTHERN REGIONALISM

0. Orland Maxl'ield
University of Arkansas
The South was, and is, and will be! It is totallyunnecessary to prove that there is a South, for The
South is one of the older geographic regions of the
United States, recognized from either the subjective
or the objective viewpoint. The regionality of other
areas, such as The West, The East, The North Woods,
or New England, is no doubt equally apparent, but few
of the national populace would be as opinionated on
exact location and identity of those regions as they
would be of The South.
This assumed authority on The South stems in no
small part from The South !s long suffering and prominence in the role of the nation's whipping boy. The
layman has read, heard, and discussed The South' s
major problems for generations.
These are presumed
to be not only uniquely Southern, but also they have
taken on the proportions of the major qualities of
the Southern region. The Southerner has abetted the
situation by being extremely conscious and sensitive
of his area's regionality. He is inclined to be militantly regionalistic, even to the point of sectionalism if aggravated sufficiently. He lives a regionalism almost defiant to, rather than an ingredient
of, the national unit, and his regional consciousness
is no less real for his own lack of a general understanding of its historic background and present-day

character. (2)

Southern regionalism has long been appraised by
various groups chiefly the historians, followed
closely by the sociologists.
Geographers recognize
region
coverage
the
in their
of the United States and
many Southern colleges and universities offer it as
a course, but geographers have done littleto justify
their delimitation of the region. Few people can
Published by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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explain the presence of The South. Rather it is accepted as existing merely because it is said to exist.
Too much of the current thinking and interpretation is historical
an attempt to define and epitomize The South in terms of its Ante-Bellum identity.
Definitive studies of analysis, such as Howard Odum's
Southern Regions, (l) are largely out of date, although we continue to rely upon them for many of our
basic concepts. We failto appreciate that times and
men do change; that new factors are introduced and
old ones lose their dynamic nature. For in addition
to the New South which arose from the embers of The
War and Reconstruction, there is the stillNewer South,
a product of the last twenty- five years or so and of
influences, such as government financing of manufacturing and a growing reevaluation of racial problems,
of which the Old South had no experience.
We are
also inclined to overplay the role of a few cherished
factors and entirely too prone to seek one single
factor in explaining the existence of Southern regionalism. How many times has it been said that the
subtropical climate, or cotton culture, the doctrine
of white supremacy, or a Cavalier aristocracy, to
name just a few, is each, singly, the basic underlying factor of Southernism and thus, by inference,
its major quality.
It is past time for a better accounting of the
basis and nature of Southern regionalism, with especial emphasis upon the present. Here is an excellent opportunity for geography to play that role which
belongs to it alone, the combining and integrating
of elements and factors in order to give a complete
picture, be it of description or of analysis.
For
is not The South a complex? Is The South purely a
historical region, or a sociological one, or an economic one? Rather, is it not more truly a geographic
region, possessing elements and factors in a combination unique to it? Isit not true that as a geographic

—
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region The South would have no exact boundaries set
by any one element, but rather would be possessed of
a core area, identify it as you will, outward from
which the qualities gradually would alter until they
no longer would represent the combination essential
for a Southern region? Here, then, is one possibility
for the study and appreciation of Southern regionto take all of the qualities and show how
alism
they intertwine and interact to make of southeastern
United States the geographic region of The South.
Such a study of the complex nature of the qualities of Southern regionalism, followed to its logical
conclusion, would result in a complete geographic
study of the South. It still, however, would not
necessarily answer the question of "Why is there a
South?" unless care were taken to compare the area

—

with the rest of the United States and to discuss
relationships among the phenomena present. It could
very easily result in mere tree^countirig,. a cataloging, with no appreciation for the overall forest.
The nature of Southern regionalism can be approached
both objectively and subjectively. Each has its merits. The possibilities of each willbe briefly indicated here.
The objectiTO method is carried out
analysis
of the individual qualities. The
through an
qualities can be systematically grouped or classified
according to their nature; they have certain tangible
aspects
they can be measured, taken apart, made
the object of experimentation. One regrets somewhat
the necessity of dissecting a region, of laying bare
its bones, for individually the elements are rather
gross and barren, whereas seen together they possess
a certain vitality and warmth of meaning.
Such a
study is not an end in itself, but rather a means to
an end.
Qualities of Southern regionalism are not difficult to find in literature. Almost any study of The
South will list an exhaustive number of them, which
are usually termed characteristics, running the scale

—
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from the role of religion to the recent emphasis upon
manufacturing. Because of the varied nature of these
items, the broadest term of identification, "qualities," is here applied to them, rather than the more
restrictive designation of "property" or of "character. "(5)
Care must be taken to distinguish the attributes
of Southern regionalism from the true qualities. Attributes are those ascribed qualities which are inferred, or conjectured, largely the result of handme-down thinking and usually unfounded as far as definite knowledge of actual present-day conditions are
Many of the concepts of The South today
concerned.
fall into this class when subjected to careful analysis.
What constitutes a true quality of The South? When
we say that it identifies The South, or is a unifying
element of Southern regionalism, what do we really
mean?
Can it identify The South and also be a part
of some other region? How prevalent must the quality
be in order bo qualify as a mark of Southernism? Is
there any standard for measuring this? Certainly,
there must be few qualities, and it is difficult to
think of any, which occur without exception throughout the entire South. And ifwe accept that The South
is the result of a combination of elements rather than
of any one, perhaps itis not even a worthy question.
It is raised here only because it is a natural one,
particularly likely to disturb the serious student
who feels that everything must be measurable and
properly pigeon-holed.
Again, let itbe emphasized
that there is undoubtedly a core area to The South,
where the maximum number of Southern qualities combine, and outward from that the number of combining
qualities of the core decreases, and new elements are
introduced until the combination is no longer suggestive of The South, but of some adjacent region.
One of the first tasks in analyzing the qualities
of The South is to determine the period of time in
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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which one is interested. Certainly, few of the things
which are commonest in men's minds today are true
qualities of the contemporary South. Wilbur Zelinsky,
writing "The Changing South," states:
"The myth of
the Old South dies hard. Ask the man in the street
what the term American South means to him, and you
are likely to be regaled with magnolias, mint juleps,
banjos, bales of cotton, lynchings, and the K.K.K.
Turn to a well-read citizen and the response may be
'The nation's economic problem number one. '"(6) But
one need not quote from others- Step into the average classroom and ask the same question. The author
recently spent considerable time discussing this with
a class which identified the Southern drawl (only other
areas had accents!) and plantation architecture (of
"Gone With the Wind" variety) as unifying qualities
of The South. Certainly any regional geography study,
unless specifically of a historical nature, should
refute the "popular legend" and "easy epithet" (6)
and deal with such qualities as have reality in The
South of today.
If a list of qualities is assumed for a certain
period, and let it be that of the present for any examples used here, itis then possible to separate the
qualities into categories.
This produces a variety
of possibilities, depending upon one's own interests
and inclinations in classification.
Classification
should serve more than purely academic curiosity. A
better understanding of individual qualities and of
relationships should result.
One possibility which immediately suggests itself
is the separation of qualities into those which are
physical or natural and those which are cultural.
This is the commonest division of geographic phenomena. Physical qualities are entirely the product of
Nature and therefore exist without the presence of
man. Such qualities as a Humid Subtropical climate
and a basically Red and Yellow Podzolic soil would
fit there.
Cultural qualities include anything
35
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—

'

relating to man s occupancy of an area
the people
themselves, their modifications of the landscape,
their occupations. Therefore, while a specific soil
group may be a natural quality, soil erosion, which
is identified as a problem in The South, would be
cultural. This type of grouping presents no real
problems because of the ease with which a quality can
be assigned.
Its main value undoubtedly is to discover how much of the nature of Southern regionalism
is due to the natural elements of the environment
and how much is contributed by man. Relationships
between the two groups can be studied easily.
A second means of grouping might recognize generic
and intrinsic qualities. Generic qualities are those
which are found not only in The South, but inthe nation as a whole. This list could be surprisingly long,
because many qualities which might be called problems
are found inother parts of the country. To say merely
that The South has a racial problem is scarcely setting
it apart from most of the larger urbanized areas of
The North; nor is a high proportion of forest land
distinctive of The South alone. Intrinsic qualities,
on the other hand, are those which are found only in
The South. The economy peculiar to the Cotton Belt
as a result of a long economic evolution is an intrinsic quality since itisnot the same as that found
in the other cotton areas of the country.
A third possibility is to classify qualities as
inherent or acquired. Inherent qualities are resident
in the very nature of the area. Acquired qualities
are those which are developed in addition to those
which are inherent and are the product of a later
time. This grouping, at first glance, may appear to
be a duplication of the natural and cultural categories. We might assume, however, that inherent qualities are both of a natural and a cultural nature. At
whatever time a regional consciousness emerged in The
South, (was it by the time of the American Revolution?), we can assume that those qualities which
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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created the distinction between The South and the rest

of the nation are the inherent ones. Those which are
the product of a later time, whether generic or intrinsic, or acquired.
Perhaps after such cold, rational scrutiny as obthe investigation of the
jective analysis affords
quality
of
if
its inclusion is wara
to
see
merits
then
its
classification
it may appear
and
ranted
things
that
there
are
few
which
are truly
some
to
Southern, or at least widespread enough to impart a
regional flavor to The South. By analyzing the elements individually, and thus taking them out of context, so to speak, they may fail to signify a South
for they would not exist in sufficient number to
create a combination markedly different from an adjacent area.
There is, then, another very real possibility in
the nature of Southern regionalism which should not
be overlooked.
Southern regionalism may exist subjectively, rather than objectively, the product of
very tangible elements and factors of the past rather
than of the present. James G. Randall, the historian, expressed a subjective view of Southern regionalism when he wrote: "Poets have done better in expressing this oneness of The South than historians
in explaining it. Just as the name 'Dixie' loses
something of its haunting melody when subjected to
etymological analysis; so the quality called 'Southern' and recognizable on the instant, seems to dissolve into thin air when wiseheads fall to explaining itin terms of historical origins and conditioning factors. "(3) Francis Butler Simkins adds weight
to this argument by stating: "Allobservers admit
that Southernism is a reality too elusive to be explained in objective terms.
It is something like a
song or an emotion, more easily felt than recorded."

—

—

(4)

The South is no less real if it is revealed to
exist subjectively rather than objectively. And it
Published by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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should not be too surprising to find that the presentday South, whatever its objective origins may have
been, exists mainly as a regional consciousness, a
totally irrational concept in view of The South 's
contemporary structure.
Particularly, as The South
becomes more like the rest of the nation, leveling
out inequalities of its cultural aspects, the objective qualities that do exist will diminish inimportance. But this is no indication that The South will
become any less a region. For many, the concept of
The South set apart on a subjective basis is the more
appealing. Certainly the possibility of dealing with
itin this manner should be given full consideration.
It would not result in any list of qualities to be
classified and analyzed, but it might suggest a unity
that would not be apparent otherwise.
There is one major danger in this subjective approach and the conclusions drawn from it. Southernism
thus is shown to be apart from the actual fact and
Southernism becomes a world separated from the issues
of the day by a gulf of time. Unless it is clearly
realized that subjective Southernism is no true measure
of the qualities of the contemporary South, only misconceptions can arise.
This paper does not attempt to arrive at any definite conclusions concerning Southern regionalism. It
is exploratory from the standpoint of investigating
ways in which the nature of Southern regionalism can
be approached. Southern regionalism scarcely belongs
to any one field of study, but any discipline concerned with the regional character of The South can
investigate the issue legitimately. Geography, with
its ability to integrate and to probe more fully into
regional analysis than most fields, is especially interested in it, whether it be geography as a science
and thus using the objective approach, or geography
as a humanity, using the subjective method.
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A METHOD OF STULY OF REGIONAL SEISMICITY
James E. Case
Lamar State College of TechnologyOne of the fundamental purposes of seismology is
the prediction of the times of occurrence and the
Although a number of attempts
effects of earthquakes
at prediction have been made, most predictions have
been inaccurate due to the lack of data on the causes
Attempts at predictions of times
of earth tremors.
of occurrence have been particularly invalid.
In certain regions, however, data concerning the
effects of earthquakes have been accumulating for
many years, and these data may be used to set up
criteria of damage which may be expected as a result
of future earthquakes. Two such regions are the State
of California and the Country of Japan; in both localities shocks are of frequent occurrence, and records
of times of earthquakes and the accompanying damage
have been kept for many decades.
In these regions,
past effects of earthquakes maybe evaluated to give
One source
an estimate of future expected damage.
of difficulty has been that the data has not been
presented in a convenient form. This paper discusses a method of presentation of data which should
be more useful than previous methods.
Before describing the method, however, some classical concepts,
definitions, and methods of presentation of data will
be briefly reviewed.
Studies involving semi-statistical examination of
various earthquake phenomena have led to the concept
of the seismicity of a region. In general, the seismicity of a particular locality is considered to be
measured by the frequency and intensity of earthquakes.
California and Japan, as well as other reThe
gions, are considered t o be quite seismic.
shield area of Brazil, on the other hand, is considered to be of low seismicity because few earthquakes occur there,

.
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There are two types of definitions of seismicity.
Byerly (1942), for instance, has stated that a thorough
rating of the seismicity should take account of the
area shaken, the intensity of the shaking, and the
frequency with which earthquakes occur. He defines
the intensity of an earthquake as a measure of the
damage done to structures built by man and changes
in the earth's surface such as fissures in rock and
disturbance of soil. The intensity rating is obtained through direct human observations of damage.
Gutenberg and Richter (1949, 1954), on the other
hand, use instrumental data in their comprehensive
study, Seismicity of the Earth. These instrumental
data include epicentral locations, origin times,
depths of focus, and magnitudes.
The magnitude of
purely
physical
significance i
an earthquake has
n
by
equation
that it is defined
the
log E

= 11 4 1.6M

where M is the magnitude and E is the energy of the
shock in ergs.
This writer is of the opinion that the term seismicity as it is commonly used means: (1) a measure
of the frequency, maximum felt intensities, areal
distribution of felt intensities, and areal distribution of the epicenters of earthquakes as determined
by direct human observation, and (2) a measure of
the frequency, magnitude, depth of focus, and areal
distribution of epicenters of earthquakes as determined by instrumental methods.
The new method of study does not include all of
the aspects outlined in the previous paragraph. It
should be understood that the writer believes that
a complete study of the seismicity of any region includes all of the above factors. However, this partial method is of immediate, practical value. The
method simply consists of plotting the maximum intensity which has been felt at a particular geographic
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point on a base map of the region. The resulting
distribution of the plotted intensity points in the
region are "contoured" so that areas of equal intensity are included within a closed line.
To the general population, insurance underwriters,
and construction engineers, the most important aspect
of an earthquake is the maximum damage it causes.
The usual question is: "What is the maximum extent
of the damage that we can expect from the next earthquake which occurs here?" With such a map of a seismic region showing the maximum intensities that have
been experienced in the past, the order of magnitude
of intensities that can be expected are clearly shown.
Various scales of earthquake intensity have been
erected in past years. The scale in common use in
the United States is the Modified Mercalli Intensity
Scale (1931) which contains twelve divisions of degrees of severity of the felt effects of earthquakes.
Intensity IV, for example, is the rated intensity if
the following effects are reported from a given locality:
During the day felt indoors by many, outdoors
by few. At night some awakened.
Dishes, windows, doors disturbed; walls make creaking
sound. Sensation like heavy truck striking
building. Standing motor cars rocked noticeably.

More damaging effects are given a higher intensity
rating. For instance, Intensity VIII:
Damage slight in specially designed structures;
considerable in ordinary buildings with partial
collapse; great in poorly built structures.
Panel walls thrown out of frame structures;
factory stacks,
columns,
fall of chimneys,
monuments

.
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In certain areas, after each occurrence of an
earthquake, responsible governmental or private agenconcerning the
cies may distribute questionnaires

earthquakes.
The information thus colpersons actually feeling the earthquake
is then evaluated. After evaluation of each report,
an intensity figure is assigned to each town, city,
or other geographic point in the area of shaking.
For a prominent earthquake these intensity figures
The
may be plotted on a base map and "contoured."
resulting map is called an isoseismal map. Theoretically, the area of greatest intensity should correspond with the instrumentally determined epicenter of
An
the earthquake, and such is usually the case.
hypothetical occurrence of an earthquake in Arkansas
is given to illustrate a typical isoseismal map (Figure 1).
The writer has made a previous study, using the
ideas described here, of the Western United States
(Case, 1955). However, the study contained data only
for the years 1934 through 1952. The study did serve
to illustrate that the data of previous investigators
could be plotted on base maps in the described manner. The resulting maps plainly showed areas of definite high seismicity in the west and areas of definite
low seismicity. The study was quite insufficient,
however, because the data from previous years was
ignored. The procedure followed in the study is

effects of
lected from

briefly outlined:
For each town, city, or other geographic point of
sufficient importance to name, a card was prepared.
On the card for a particular locality each earthquake intensity which had been recorded in past years
was listed. A sample card reads:
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Tacoma
Intensity

,

Washington

1934 1940 1944 1945 1946 1949 1950

I

II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

(
/

1

1
12

1
1111
1
1

The maximum felt intensity for Tacoma, Washington
occurred in 1949 and was Intensity VIII. This was
the figure which was plotted on the base map of Washington. A second feature of this method of listing
£ of data is that frequencies of earthquakes or frequencies of occurrence of a given intensity can readily
be seen. For instance, twelve earthquakes were felt
in Tacoma from 1934 through 1952. More significant,
perhaps, is the fact that as many as three earthquakes were felt in one year, 1946. On four occasions
shocks of Intensity VI were felt. There are other
statistical computations which can be made from this
basic assemblage of data.
After the available data for a state has been assembled, the maximum felt intensities in each locality
are plotted on a base map and lines enclosing areas
of equal intensity are drawn. Figure 2 is an illustration from a previous paper of the State of Washington. The actual effect of this map is that it is
a type of superimposed isoseismal map.
There are many limitations in this type of study.
The most important is that certain areas have a sparse
population and, commonly, few reports of earthquakes
are received from such areas. Another limitation is
that effects may be exaggerated by observers, or,
conversely, may be diminished. The final limitation
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Figure 3
Maximum Felt Intensities of Earthquakes
in the
Western United States

1934-1952
Published by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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of great importance is that the placement of the contours on the map is somewhat arbitrary. The accuracy
of the contouring is a function of the number of
points available for control, and many areas lack
such data.
Figure 3 is a composite map of the maximum felt
intensities in the Western United States.
This illustrates the broad regional results of the study in
a striking manner.
It can be seen that attempts to
correlate seismic high areas with particular types
of geology might prove fruitful as a future study.
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DURING THE PROGRESSIVE PERIOD
Charles Granville Hamilton
College of the Ozarks
"We are living ina period that will mark a turning point in the life of the state," declared Governor James K. Vardamanto the Mississippi legislature
which met on January 7,
The problem of legalizing white control, which had received the most
attention since 1865, seemed to be settled; the state
appeared free to assume whatever place it chose in
the national pattern of reform. The progressive movement of the early part of the new century influenced
all the states with its tides of thought and of action.
Although Vardaman retired to private life soon
after the legislature convened, his influence continued to be felt. Incoming Governor Edward F. Noel
agreed with Vardaman on most issues and his administration was in a sense a continuation of Vardamanism. Both were followers of Bryan, typical progressives of that day, and both asked the legislature for
some of the same measures: Vardaman in his farewell
message, Noel in a series of short messages.
Both
urged state prohibition, a child labor law and a
system of rural high schools, and these were three
achievements of this legislature. Both also asked
for an elective judiciary, reapportionment by a constitutional convention, protection of railroad men,
and creation of a state normal school, while both
felt that the state needed more charitable institutions, and more regulation of corporations. Noel
added requests for indeterminate
sentences,
levee
fund depositories, and pure food laws. In his second
session, he counted the day lost whose descending
sun viewed no special message, and he asked for all
the progressive measures that were to be considered
for a decade to come.

1908.1/

1
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After running third in the 1903 gubernatorial
race, Noel was elected in 1907 with the support of
Vardaman, in a close second primary race with Earl

i

Brewer. 2/ Both candidates favored prohibition, labor laws, public health measures, and regulation of
corporations, although both were wealthy lawyers from
planter counties in the Delta. It was a sign of the
general acceptance of progressive principles that the
three leaders, who served as governors in successive
terms from 1904 to 1916, came from the richest section of the state.
Usually a major factor in Mississippi legislation
is the lieutenant governor. Since he appoints the
senate committees and presides over the senate, it
is difficult to pass measures to which he is opposed.
The governor also finds it valuable to be on good
terms with the lieutenant governor because the senate
must confirm the major appointments.
Both of the
lieutenant governors of this session were friends of
Vardaman and of Noel, but neither was ambitious.
The leadership of this legislature fell into three
groups. Noel had a few personal friends who served
as his leaders, all but one being from planter counties. Vardaman leaders were mostly from white counties while all but one of the leaders of the conservative group were from planter counties. The majority
of the members may not have been personally progressive, but they were willing to support progressive
measures indorsed by Vardaman and Noel. Most of the
members had received little formal schooling, which
might account for their interest in better education.
Many had served in the Confederate army, in the legislature, and in other political offices, while a
The many active
dozen had been active Populists.
church members were disposed to unite on moral legislation. These backgrounds did not necessarily make
them progressive, but did make them inclined to consider progressive legislation.
A Vardaman leader who rose to prominence in this
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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legislature

was Senator Theodore Gilmore Bilbo o f
County.
River
He was a leader from the beginPearl
He made the first motion and
ning of the session.
the first nomination, and he was named on the first
committee. He was chairman of the Local and Private
Committee, which was ina position to do many favors,
and he introduced more bills than most senators, although only three of them passed.
This administration was progressive enough in its
administrative and legislative branches to have produced harmony. The first session of the legislature,
in 1908, resulted in the largest number of progressive laws that one session had enacted up to that
time, and marked the beginning ofa new epochdn legislation. The second session, in 1910, was so absorbed with the factional strife of selecting a United States senator that legislation was almost forgotten.
The political importance of this legislature came
from the secret caucus in its second session.
The
primary law did not apply to unexpired terms of senators, and the convention system returned in the form
of an unofficial legislative caucus to determine the
nominee, through a secret ballot.
Charlton Alexander was probably the most popular
of the candidates, next to Vardaman, but the opposition centered its support on Leroy Percy, a Delta
lawyer and politician. 2/ The McLaurin machine, headed
by Lorraine C. Dulaney, a former leader in convict
leasing, and political boss of Issaquena County, aided
in the Percy campaign. A/ Percy's brothers, prominent
corporation lawyers of Memphis and Birmingham, were
also campaign leaders. 5/ Liquor played a prominent
part in the caucus, and at times some members were
too drunk to be able to vote.£/
After a contest of several weeks, Percy was elected. Since eight Vardaman men were to be absent from
the caucus the night of February 22, either by arrangement or from illness, it was arranged for all

301£13
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opposition candidates except Percy to withdraw then,
and Percy was nominated by a vote of 87 to
His
supporters in the press saw in this another victory
of conservation over radicalism. §/
A few weeks later Senator Bilbo threwa political
bomb when he announced dramatically that he had accepted a bribe from Lorraine C. Dulaney of the Percy
forces, in order to trap them.
He claimed that he
had taken the $645 paid him, but that he had continued to support Vardaman.
The explosion rocked the
state, making and unmaking governors and senators,
sheriffs and bailiffs, lawyers and legislators for
a generation.
A resolution to expel Bilbo from the senate failed
by only one vote of receiving the necessary twothirds. 12/ The number of senators voting against expelling Bilbo was identical with the number who had
voted against a secret caucus. 11/ After this resolution failed, Senators William Anderson and Jabez
Leftwich offered a resolution asking Bilbo to resign
as "unfit to sit with honest, upright senators "il/
The resolution passed, with all but one of the Vardaman senators refusing to vote, but Bilbo did not
resign.
The trial and the investigations brought many
charges.
A jury in Yazoo County acquitted Dulaney
in eighteen minutes.12/ Investigating committees of
the House and Senate heard legislators and others
testifying to the use in the election of liquor,
patronage, money, and marked ballots.
Each side
declared the investigation proved the other side
guilty.W
The secret caucus was a turning point in the political history of the state. It became legend with
which to beat down opposition in many counties, and
few politicians who had been connected with the caucus managed to retain office or to be elected at a
later day. By thus eliminating much conservative
strength, the caucus paved the way for two adminis-

82.2/

2/

.
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trations of more progressive legislation. The caucus
also drew tightly the lines of election battles for
many years.
Without the secret caucus, much of the
legislation
might have become law, but probably
same
not under the same influences or with the same intentions. The results of the caucus and the campaign
following it paved the way for legislation against
corporations.
The campaign of 1911 was one of the more important
Normally the race for
in the history of the state.
governor attracted the most statewide attention in
Mississippi, but because
of the lack of opposition
Brewer,
campaign
the
of 1911 centered around
to Earl
the races for United States senator and for Lieutenant governor. Vardaman ran for the United States
Senate against LeRoy Percy, ina campaign of personalities as well as of issues, but underlying the contest was the deep division between conservatives and
progressives.
Charlton Alexander, the third candidate, represented those who believed in moral reform
and in progressive legislation, but who were opposed
to both Percy and Vardaman.
Vardaman practically dropped the race issue, and
campaigned on a progressive platform of the Bryan
type. He advocated popular election of senators and
of federal judges, independence for the Philippines,
extension of parcel post, a federal income tax, government regulation of railroads, and military and
naval forces too small for imperialism or for holding down the laboring class.
He charged that
wealth was using the Negro as an excuse to block reform, and the secret caucus was his chief talking
point.
Lemocrats had won a victory in New York
state the previous year ty exposing corporation bribery of Republican legislators, and corporate contributions to senatorial campaigns had been exposed
in several states. iZ/ Vardaman indorsed a complete
state, legislative, and congressional ticket. 18/ The
contest was not a rural-urban conflict, because many

15/

16/
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-

in the towns voted with small farmers for Vardaman
a portent of labor legislation in the next legislature. "No rich man is a Jeffersonian," shouted Vardaman. 12/
The Percy campaign stressed his acceptability in
Republican Washington, and his opposition to extravagance in government as well as to corporation domination. £27 He angrily called some hecklers "cattle,"
and this resulted in Vardaman coming to three speakings with oxen pulling the wagon in which he rode,
and in personal insults to Percy. 21/ Percy was accused of representing railroad, oil, and whiskey corporations, and of drinking, gambling, and fishing on
Sundays. 22/ He admitted the personal charges, but
insisted that there were no class lines in the state,
and classed Vardaman as a Socialist. 2J/ Senator John
Sharp Williams indorsed Percy, and asserted that Vardaman did not have good sense. 2^J
Alexander gained some conservative support by his
religious reputation and his gentlemanly campaign,
and conservatives who did not have confidence in Percy
rallied to Alexander. The major charge made against
Alexander was that he had the support of most ministers of all denominations. i~5/ Percy leaders saw the
rising Alexander tide, and denounced him as a second
Vardaman, but Alexander went through this wide-open
campaign of vituperation without any serious attack
on his character or actions. 2o/
The lieutenant governor's race soon allied itself
with the Senate race.
The Alexander candidate was
Wiley Nash of Oktibbeha County, a personal friend of
Noel's who had been attorney general under Governor
Anselm J. McLaurin, and whose Confederate record was
stressed heavily. The Percy candidate was Tandy Yewellof Carroll County, a boy orator who laid emphasis
on his boyhood education by a pine-knot fire as well
as his high standing as a university student. Bilbo
began running without any affiliation with Vardaman,
but it was soon evident that he had the Vardaman
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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support. People were cool when Bilbo sought to discuss his qualifications for the office, but when he

denounced the secret caucus and

"Granny" Noel,

the

crowds yelled for more. He had stumbled upon a popular technique, and his speeches resembled those of
Ben Tillman and Tom 1/at son, as Vardaman papers began
to carry articles praising him. 22/
A sympathy vote turned the tide to Bilbo. At Blue
Mountain he denounced, in words borrowed from the
Iconoclast, a man he did not know, but who he thought
was giving out an anonymous circular against him.^o/
A few days later the same man, James J. Henry, came
up behind Bilbo on a train to Starkville and beat him
over the head with a pistol. 29/ Bilbo was rushed to
a hospital, and it was not certain that he would live.
Henry explained that he did not mean to killhim, but
the fact that Henry was a railroad claim agent and a
penitentiary warden who had been removed by Vardaman
for allowing mistreatment of convicts impressed many.
The opposition took the assault in its stride, and
was sure Bilbo deserved it.22/ Yewell dismissed it
as unrelated to politics, but Vardaman denounced it
as another attempt of the railroads to destroy Bilbo. 31/ Bilbo's written speeches circulated widely
while he was in the hospital, and Vardaman leaders
made pathetic appeals for collections for him.22/
Bilbo recovered, and sympathy swung thousands to
him. 23/
The results gave Vardaman an almost complete victory. Vardaman received 79,380 to 31,500 for Alexander and 21,521 for Percy. Vardaman received 60 per
cent of the vote and carried 61 counties, with pluralities in 13 more. Only 5 river counties supported
Percy, while Alexander carried no counties. Vardaman 's influence was evident in Bilbo s vote; the latter received only one per cent less of the vote, and
carried all but half-a-dozen counties which Vardaman
had won. Bilbo lost only one white county. Nash ;s
vote was withina hundred of Alexander's, while Yew-

'
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ell's vote was within two hundred of Percy's.
The
Vardaman state ticket was elected by similar majorities. Only five of the 87 legislators who had voted
for Percy were re-elected.
The red necktie of the
"Rednecks" became a Mississippi symbol and was worn
by thousands of enthusiastic Vardaman parade rs 34/
George W. Norris of Nebraska was among the progressives throughout the country who cheered the results. 15/
Some conservative die-hards refused to accept the
results, and planned to defeat Bilbo in the general
election by quietly supporting the Socialist candidate. Only a small number voted in this election,
and the plot might have succeeded had it not been
disclosed to Vardaman, 36/ The Socialist candidate
for lieutenant governor received 7,551 votes, while
the Socialist candidate for governor received only
2,049. Bilbo received 32,443, but he lost the planter counties of Sunflower and Washington, and barely
carried some other planter counties.
The 1911 race put the Vardaman forces in the saddle for several years.
This control extended to
county as well as state levels. The campaign had
been a rough-and-tumble affair, with no holds barred,
and the people of the state, voting in unprecedented
numbers and clearly expressing themselves. Sixty per
cent had voted for Vardaman, 24 per cent for Alexander, 16 per cent for Percy. The percentages for
lieutenant governor had been almost identical. The
three factions expressed three viewpoints: the majority were for progressive legislation, as defined
in 1911 terms, and as interpreted by Vardaman; the
larger minority were for progressive reform, but not
in opposition to industry or business ; the smaller
minority were for preservation of the status quo,
The secret caucus and
although with improvements.
the attack on Bilbo undoubtedly swelled the Vardaman
factional vote with thousands who were more at home
in the moral reform group. In later elections the

.
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votes for Vardaman and for Bilbo declined to nearly
40 percent, which -was probably the real core strength
of the group. The progressive element in the center
who were swayed by personal considerations and who
did not owe allegiance to any political faction,
probably decided the election of 1911. The analysis
of the groups, which might roughly be denominated as
left, center, and right, would probably hold for most
elections in Mississippi since 1911.
There was no question as to the leadership of Vardaman in the progressive cause in Mississippi. He
had been recognized as the head of the movement since
his first campaign for governor, and his influence
in office confirmed it. The election of 1911 showed
that he was the major political power in the state,
to whom most officers and congressmen owed their positions ina large measure. He advised with the legislatures of the Brewer* and Bilbo administrations,
and was reputed to control the session of 1912. All
the candidates
for governor in 1915 came from the
roll of his friends.
Earl Brewer, who had run such a close second to
Noel in 1907, had no opposition for governor in 1911.
His message to the legislature reflected his belief
in the same type of progressive legislation as that
advocated by Vardaman and Noel. While Brewer was not
put into office by Vardaman followers alone, it is
significant that they did not oppose him. In ths same
election, however, Bilbo was chosen lieutenant governor by the influence of the Vardaman faction, and
in this position he tended to overshadow Brewer.
Governor Earl Brewer was the third power in his
own administration.
His interest was primarily in
reforms of labor laws and governmental procedure,
but he also advocated humanitarian and educational
measures.^-/ A major plank in his 1907 platform
he did not have
platform or campaign the year he
was elected
had been that of raising the age of
consent from 12 to 18 years.
He asked for protec-

—

—
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tion of child labor, enactment of legislation on
wages and hours, better rural schools, and the establishment of juvenile courts. He was the first
governor of Mississippi to advocate making the care
of the old a fixed obligation of the state. He proposed taxes on incomes and inheritances, increased
taxation and regulation of corporations, a state highway system, abolition of the fee system of county
officers, and the protection of bank depositors. He
secured legislation on most of these measures, which
had also been advocated by Vardaman.
He asked for
party harmony "because of a problem which does not
exist north of the Ohio River," while he was sure
that Mississippi was no better and no worse than
other states.
Theodore Gilmore Bilbo took office as a state senator the year that William Howard Taft was elected
to succeed Theodore Roosevelt as president, and he
left the governor's chair the year that Franklin D.
During the period
Roosevelt was elected president.
1932,
successively
from 1908 to
he was
state senator,
lawyer,
governor,
governor,
practicing
lieutenant
a
runner-up for governor, and governor for a second
time.
He came from Pearl River County, in which 90 per
cent of the population was white, and in which the
low-income farmers and sawmill workers were barely
able to maintain a government He was descended from
a family of Scots who had come to Mississippi by way
of Ireland and North Carolina. One of the family
signed the first state constitution, while his father
was a Confederate who had fought from one end of the
state to the other, and who was kin to half the county.
Theodore B. Bilbo had more education than some of
his political competitors. On the basis of his highschool education, he was "liberated" by his church
as a Sunday school lecturer, and served for years as
clerk of the local Baptist association.!**/ He spent
three years at Peabody Normal of the University of

.
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of Nashville. After three years of teaching in the
schools of his county, he ventured into politics and
was defeated for circuit clerk by a one-armed Baptist
minister. 39/ He taught another year, and ran a drug
store before returning to Nashville, where he enrolled
in the law course at Vanderbilt University in 1905 ,
and finished in 1907.
Vardaman control was apparent in all factional
matters in the 1912 legislature. In an atmosphere
redolent of an old-time camp meeting, Vardaman led
in the singing of "Amazing Grace" as Bilbo was sworn
in as lieutenant governor, in the same Senate which
had lacked one vote of expelling him two years before.
When Brewer broke with Bilbo, the Vardaman forces
This legislature had a constayed with Bilbo.
tinual warfare with the opposition press and ittried
to exclude reporters for such papers. Frank Burkitt,
a Vardaman spokesman who had been the Populist leader
of the state, answered press charges by insistence
that the principles of the Populist party were the
real principles of the Democratic party, and that the
progressive movement of the state was a result of the
Populist movement.
The legislature which met in 1912 was younger and
Farmers and
better educated than its predecessor.
teachers outnumbered lawyers, and there were more
doctors than usual in the membership. As legislators
mostly elected on a Vardaman platform, ithad Vardaman men in the saddle and they headed all the important committees, which meant that progressive legisThe old
lation would have favorable consideration.
by
leaders
were
reinforced
newcomers
to the
Vardaman
legislature, while the broken-winged opposition had
as leaders its veterans, all from planter counties.
Lennis Murphree rose to prominence in this legislature. With as many personal friends as any Mississippian of his time, he was a legislative leader
in three administrations, and later lieutenant governor three times and governor twice. He was as valid

42/

41/
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an inheritor of the Vardaman tradition as Bilbo; his
father had been a Vardaman leader, and had served in
the latter 1 s legislature, while Murphree himself,
elected as a Vardaman follower, was loyal to Vardaman in the legislature. He came from the county east
of Vardaman 's home county, and some of the Vardaman
following in North Mississippi became followers of
Murphree. Vardaman is said to have marked his last
ballot for Murphree, and it is easy to understand why.
Democratic victory in 1912 naturally stimulated
national interest in the state. In anticipation of
victory, leading candidates for the Democratic nomination were invited to address the legislature. The
first measure introduced in the 1912 session was an
invitation to Governor Woodrow Wilson to speak.^ii/
Wilson could not leave his own legislature; so his
social, labor, and humanitarian measures were stressed
by William Gibbs McAdoo.^3/ Oscar Underwood escaped
factional involvement in the state by sending word
that he was too busy with tariff revision to leave
Washington.
Bilbo announced for Wilson the day
before the state preferential primary, but Vardaman
and Brewer succeeded in making Underwood the first
choice. Ajy Alexander died while working for Wilson.
At the Baltimore convention, John Sharp Williams tried
to turn the delegation to Wilson, but Brewer blocked
this until after the nomination was decided.
The first Bilbo administration, 1916-1920, was so
intimately identified with the Brewer administration
as to give the effect of a continuous period of government.
There was much of the same legislative
leadership. Many measures which were proposed in the
former became law in the latter, and there were few
developments which were not anticipated. The influence of the World War, which did not result in much
progressive legislation, was as unanticipated feature
of the administration.
In the primary election for governor in 1915 the
field was against Bilbo. His successful state race

A^/
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for lieutenant governor in 1911, and his leadership
in that office during the Brewer administration, obviously made him the leading candidate.
Since his
opponents were also Vardaman men, but not so well
known, the campaign was largely personal. Most conservatives probably supported Marion Reilly, Bilbo s
major opponent. Reilly was a better speaker than
Bilbo, but Reilly came from a black county, and his
wife was a Roman Catholic. Bilbo won in the first
primary by a majority of 1,072 over the field. He
led in all white counties but four, and became the
second governor to be elected from a white county in
the hundred years of statehood.
He carried all but
four white counties, as well as several black counties. His friends succeeded in electing Lee Russell
of Oxford, another Vardaman leader, as lieutenant
governor.
The year 1916 marked the beginning of the succession of governors from the white counties. There had
been only one governor, John M. Stone, from a white
county in a century of the state's history, but from
1915 to 1951 only two governors were elected who were
not from white counties.
The year 1916 also marked
the beginning of the governors from East Mississippi.
From 1915 to 1951, all but three governors came from
that section. The river and Delta counties were the
homes of most governors until 1915; only one governor having come from that section in the years 19151951. Because of legislative apportionment of 1890,
the black counties were in a position of power in the
legislature.
This difference in outlook naturally
resulted in conflicts between several governors and
their legislature.
The 1916 legislature was one of the best in the
history of the state. It included men who were later
to become state and federal officials, as well as
three future governors. It was marked by a large
number of college men, and was unusual in that teachers outnumbered farmers and lawyers. There were few

'
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Confederates and many young men
a sign of a different generation.
Most of the senate leaders were
from black counties, and most house leaders from white
counties. Conservative leaders, as usual, were from
black counties. Bilbo's friends elected Sennett.Conner speaker, and, at the first session, many of the
measures which were advocated by the governor became
law. A rising leader in this legislature was Thomas
L. Bailey, Who represented Meridian, the largest city
in the state at that time. He was a leader of the
middle-of-the-road progressive bloc at this session
and later speaker of three legislatures as well as
governor.
The Bilbo legislature supported Wilson's policy
during the war years.
It contributed to a Jewish
relief fund endorsed by Wilson and Bilbo.\$kJ It also endorsed Wilson's policies in Europe and in Mexico during his first term, and refused to criticize
his views on preparedness.
War naturally caused a
special session in 1917. The session of 1918 was not
impressed by the war, except for flag waving and oratorical verbiage. The legislature which did so well
in 1916 became trivial by 1918, as state elections
approached. Political war was more absorbing to the
house majority than the war on Germany. The session
ended with Bilbo vetoing the House contingent fund
lest conservative leader Oscar Johnston use itin his
race for governor, while Johnston led the House in
blocking an appropriation for lights and fuel at the
executive mansion.
Mississippians in Congress followed a progressive
trend during these years. They voted together o n
major measures, and Williams was a Wilson leader,
while Vardaman was to the left of the president on
some matters, and worked closely with Senator Robert
Lafollette.
The progressive legislation of the Noel, Brewer,
and Bilbo administrations was all involved in the
political struggles of this period. The election of
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a progressive candidate dn each race for governor determined the trend, especially as progressive legisThe reverberations of
latures were also elected
legislation
in
the
legislatures of other
progressive
undoubtedly
Congress
influenced Mississtates and in
policies
of the national Democratic party
sippi. The
could not fail to be implemented to some degree in
this Democratic state. The political background fron
1908 to 1920 is what would naturally be expected if
there was to arise a mass of progressive legislation
in the state during that time.

.
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many years later in his autobiography, Rebel
at Large (New York, 1947): "Ihad swallowed
the story of 'corporation skull-duggery without investigation, a credulity of which I
came
to be ashamed. M
Jackson Clarion Ledger, Feb. 23 1910; Memphis
Commercial Appeal, Feb. 23, 1910.
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Election of a United States Senator. Session
of 1910. Senator Robert Pollard of Leflore,
who was not a Vardaman man, told the committee
that Bilbo told him that he was going to trap
the Percy forces by taking some of their money,
and he tried to get Pollard to participate in
it. Pollard confirmed this Dec. 23, 1949, in
conversation.
Jackson Clarion Ledger, July 10, 11, 1911.
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RUSSO- GERMAN NEGOTIATIONS LEADING TO
THE SECOND WORLD WAR*
Richard F. Staar
Harding College

—

"Russian policy is a riddle wrapped in a mysteryWinston Churchill.

inside an enigma."

"Our policy is simple and clear.

" — Iosef

Stalin.

German troops occupied all of Czechoslovakia on
15 March 1939 and violated the Munich Agreement.
This occurred despite the fact that the new Czech
frontiers (after the annexation of the Sudetenland
by Hitler) had been jointly guaranteed by England,
France, Germany and Italy. When the Reich notified
the USSR of the new occupation, the latter protested
and branded the German aggrandizement as "arbitrary,
Furthermore, the Russians
violent and aggressive."
stated that they would not recognize the annexation
of the Czech and Slovak provinces in any form whatsoever.
Despite the Soviet protest, events moved rapidly
forward. Germany forced Lithuania to cede the port
and region of Memel (KLajpeda)' only one week later.
A German-Rumanian agreement was signed on 23 March
which in reality transformed the latter country into
a Nazi agrarian appendage
This same month also witnessed the first open German demands upon Poland.
These happenings should have resulted ina natural
rapprochement between Russia on the one hand and Britain and France on the other. Only a strong alliance
among these three powers could have stopped Hitler
and maintained the peace.
A defensive pact, drawn

.

"A paper presented st the thirty-ninth annual meeting
of the Arkansas Academy of Science on April22, 195-5 ••
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up in clear terms and announcing that the Big Three
would use force if necessary against further aggression, possibly might have prevented Germany from
launching the Second World War.
Instead of this rapprochement, on 17 April 1939
Soviet Ambassador Alexei Merekalov visited the State
Secretary at the German Foreign Office, Baron Ernst
von Weizsaecker, for the first time since presenting
his credentials on 5 June 1938. During the ensuing
conversation, the Russian diplomat stated a significant principle. He is reported to have said that

Russian policy has always followed a straight
line. Ideological differences of opinion have
influenced Russian-Italian relations hardly at
all, and neither do they need to disturb /Soviet relations/ vis A vis Germany. Soviet Russia has not utilized the current disputes between Germany and the Western Democracies against us /i.e. against the Germans/ and does
not wish to do so. There is no reason why Russia could not maintain normal relations with
us. Even normal relations can be improved. =/
This meeting was followed up on 5 May, when Georgi
Astakhov, Counselor of the Soviet Embassy in Berlin,
was invited to call on Dr. Karl Schnurre, head of the
East European and Baltic Section in the Auswaertiges
Amt Commercial Policy Division. The Russian made it
clear that his country desired a resumption of trade
negotiations.
In Schnurre 's words, "Astakhov then
began to speak about the removal of Litvinov^/ and
attempted to ascertain, without posing a direct question, whether this event would lead us /i.e. the
Germans/ to change our attitude toward the Soviet

Union.^2/

On May 17, Astakhov again called on Schnurre and
repeatedly cited Italy as well as the view expressed
by Count Ciano that there were no obstacles to a
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development of political and economic relations between the two countries (Italy and the USSR),
even after creation of the Axis. Astakhov also mentioned the Treaty of Rapallo. In reply to one of
Schnurre's queries, the Russian characterized the
Anglo-Soviet negotiations begun in March with these
words: "On the basis of their current status, England would not achieve its desired goal. "4/
Three days later, Count Werner Friedrich von der
Schulenburg (German Ambassador to the USSR) was received by Foreign Affairs Commissar Molotov. On the
topic of commercial talks, Molotov stated that the
Soviet Government could only agree to their resumption "when the necessary political basis had been
created. "M He would not give any more definite information. The German Ambassador reported to Weizsaecker that the Russians apparently wanted to obtain
further proposals of a political nature.
It was not until 30 May that the Germans actually
decided to negotiate with the USSR. In a telegram
of that date Weizsaecker informed Schulenburg that,
contrary to hitherto planned tactics, 2/ Germany had
made the decision to resume definite contact with the
Soviet Union.
In describing his conversation with the Russian
Charge d f Affaires at Berlin, Weizaaecker reported in
this same telegram that he (Weizsaecker) agreed with
Molotov 1 s view; i.e., political and economic matters
could not be completely separated and that there was
a definite connection between the two.

normal

I
told the

/Russian/

Charge d f Affaires that
viewpoint
from our
economics and politics cancompletely
separated in Russo-German
not be
emphasized
relations and
that I
was speaking
with him because of British attempts to draw
English/ camp and that we
Russia into
/Germany^ would be compelled to take into considera
sideration the political orientation of Mos-

/the

cow.i/
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The Kremlin probably decided to investigate what
the Germans would offer them. This is a logical explanation for the lengthy visit two weeks later which
the Soviet Charge d Affaires paid t o the Bulgarian
Minister (Dragonov) in Berlin. The two men had not
been on an intimate footing before this occasion of
14 June.
Astakhov told the Bulgarian that the USSR was
(1) a convacillating among three possibilities:
pact
West,
(2)
clusion of a
with the
further prorapprochement
(3)
crastination in these talks or
a
with Germany.
The Russian diplomat plainly stated
that the USSR really desired to achieve the last of
these three aims.
In a Foreign Office memorandum Dr. Ernst Woermann,
Undersecretary of State and Head of the Political
Division, reports Dragonov as having told him that:

'

,

The Charge d'Affaires

mentioned
/Astakhov/ Germany

Mein
If
were to
make a declaration that it would not attack the
Soviet Union or
it would/ conclude a nonaggression pact with the latter, then the Soviet
Union would abstain from any agreement with
England. However, the Soviet Union does not
know what Germany really desires, apart from
certain very nebulous approaches. 2/
Kampf in this connection.

/that

The implication here is quite easy to discern.
There was no reason for the call and for the ensuing
conversation other than to have Dragonov report the
whole matter to the German Foreign Office, which he
immediately did. A broad hint was thus provided by
the Kremlin to the effect that it was ready to talk
business with Berlin.
The Germans immediately took up the offer and arranged for a meeting between their Legation Counselor
in Moscow, Gustav Hilger,2/ and the Soviet Foreign
Trade Commissar, Anastas I. Mikoyan. This took place
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on 17 June, Hilger having just returned to his post
from Berlin. The German offer included the sending
of Herr Schnurre to Moscow with authority to negotiate expansion and strengthening of economic relations.
Schulenburg characterized these talks and Mikoyan's tactics as follows:
Mikoyan does not wish to break off our talks,
but desires to maintain the negotiations firmly
in hand, so as to control their procedure at
all times. It apparently does not fitinto the
current picture of the Soviet government's overall policy to resume commercial talks, especially when trips by a
envoy plenipotentiary to Moscow create a sensation.

/German/

In other words, the USSR manifested little confidence in the good intentions of the Reich. It was
apparently believed by top Soviet policy makers that
Nazi moves were only Scheinmanoe ver , intended to influence London and Paris by an ostentatious resumption of trade negotiations with Moscow at this time.
Russia possibly feared that after acquiring what political advantages it could from such a move, the
Reich would allow these commercial talks to collapse.
The Germans were also busy with their ovn efforts
to make certain that the West would, not enter into a
pact with Moscow. In the words of a Rumanian diplomat ".
.the real apostle of reconciliation between
German National Socialism and Russian National Bolshevism was /Nazi Foreign Minister,
von Ribbentrop.
"ii/ During the third week of July, Ribbentrop sent his best economic negotiator, Dr. Wohltat to London allegedly for conferences with Robert
Hudson, Secretary of the Department for Overseas
Trade, on matters of secondary importance.
Wohltat also met a number of times with Sir Horace
Wilson, Prime Minister Chamberlain's trusted confi-

.

.

.

Joachim/
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dant. The news leaked out that the two men were conferring on a general settlement.
Britain was reportedly ready to provide Germany with a loan of one
billion pounds sterling. In return, Hitler was to
limit his rearmaments, restore Czechoslovakia, and
so on. When questioned in the House of Commons,
Neville Chamberlain admitted that conferences
had
taken place, but that his subordinates had acted on
their own initiative. Soviet suspicions were aroused,
however, just as Ribbentrop presumably had planned.
On 22 July, the Soviet press carried a report to
the effect that Soviet-German negotiations on commerce and credit had been opened in Berlin and that
they were being conducted between "Comrade" Babarin,
Deputy Commercial Representative and Chief of the
USSR Trade Mission, and Herr Schnurre. i£/
Four days later, the German representative invited Babarin and the USSR Charge d 1 Affaires Astakhov
to dinner. During the conversation, Schnurre took
great pains to convince his two guests that there
was no threat menacing the USSR on the part of Germany. He even cited Molotov a s having declared in
his 31 May speech that the Anti-Comintern Pact was
really a camouflage for an alliance aimed against the
Western democracies. i3/
In a memorandum Schnurre
quoted himself as having reasoned with the Russians
with these words:
The time is now appropriate but not for the
conclusion of a pact with London. One must
consider this in Moscow. What can England offer Russia? In the best case participation in
an European war and the enmity of Germany, which
is hardly a goal t£ be striven toward by Russia. What can we /Germans/ offer, on the other
hand? Neutrality and remaining outside of a
possible European conflict and, if Moscow desires, a German-Russian understanding on mutual
interests which, just as in earlier times, can
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be worked out for the benefit of both countries. Ik/
Schnurre further indicated that he thought Moscow
had not made up its mind as to which side it would
lean toward. He considered this condition to be an
explanation for Russia's receptive attitude, the delay in economic negotiations, as well as the retention of USSR Ambassador Alexei Merekalov in Moscow,
Another reason probably involved the excessive dis-^
trust which the Russians harbored toward Germany. =¦£/
Allin all, Schnurre concluded that the Nazis should
consider the stalemate in Anglo-Soviet talks as a
great success for themselves.
The Germans, in the meantime, had been executing
their plans with great care. Ribbentr op saw Astakhov
on 2 August and gave him to understand that the Reich
was favorably disposed toward Russia.
He made it
plain that if Moscow took a positive attitude, there
would be no problem between the Black Sea and the
Baltic which could not be settled by the two countries to their mutual satisfaction.
The German Foreign Minister's words included a
reference to Poland: "If there is provocation on the
Polish side, we will settle our score within one
week's time. In such circumstance, I
made a slight
hint that we would want an understanding with Russia
on Poland's fate. "12/ He further told Astakhov that
if the Kremlin were interested, Molotov could continue the talks with Schulenburg in Moscow.
On 4 August, The German Ambassador to Moscow called
on the Soviet Foreign Affairs Commissar. He repeated
all of the arguments used previously by Ribbentrop
vis A vis Astakhov in Berlin. Molotov stated that
the USSR s policy was defensive and aimed at creating
a protective front against aggression.
He accused
Germany of supporting and promoting the war-like attitude of the Japanese through the Anti-Comintern
Pact.

'
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As a result of this conference, lasting one and
quarter
hours, Schulenburg was convinced that the
a
Soviet Union would sign with England and France*
"providing that they agree to allSoviet demands. "±37
However, he did think that his statements had made
some impression upon Molotov, but that itwould take
a considerable effort to swing the USSR over to the
German side.
Ten days later, a telegram from Schnurre to Schulenburg outlined Molotov's latest instructions to
Astakhov: the Soviets were interested in discussing
the problems of the press, cultural relations, Poland,
and former political agreements, in addition to economic matters. This was exactly what Ribbentrop had
been awaiting. He despatched a long telegram to Schulenburg on the same day, instructing the latter to
contact Molotov and indicate Hitler's readiness to
send his foreign minister to Moscow in person for the
purpose of setting forth the Fuehrer's views to Stalin,
During the interview with Schulenburg, Molotov
brought up a report from the Soviet Charge d' Affaires
in Rome concerning a conference held withCount Ciano
at the end of June. The Italian Foreign Minister had
informed the Russian during this meeting that there
was in existence a plan for the improvement of German-Soviet relations. It consisted of the following
three points :!§/

(l) Germany would not refuse to influence Japan concerning an improvement of its relations with the Soviet Union and a cessation of border conflicts.
(2) Furthermore, the possibility was raised
of a non-aggression pact with the Soviet
Union and a mutual guarantee of the Baltic States; and
(3) Germany was prepared for a commercial agreement on a broad basis with the Soviet
Union

.
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Schulenburg explained that this information had
originally emanated from a report by August Rosso,
Italian Ambassador to the USSR, and that it was based
They were,
primarily on the man's own deductions.
replied
however, partly correct.
Molotov
that it
was not of the greatest importance whether Rosso 's
report had actually allbeen true; the USSR had gained
the impression from the negotiations held with Germany that the latter country really had an earnest
intention of bringing about a change in mutual relations.
Several concrete questions were brought up, which
Moscow wanted elucidated. A significant one pertained
to the idea of entering into a non-aggression pact.
Was the German Government s attitude positive in this
connection, or had the problem not been studied more
closely? Molotov said that the USSR wanted to know
whether the Reich was prepared to sign a non-aggression pact! This was an important question and had
to be answered before Ribbentrop's proposed trip to
Moscow.
The Nazi Foreign Minister telegraphed Moscow in
reply the very same day he had received the abovementioned dispatch.
Hitler wanted Stalin to know
that he was ready (bereit) to conclude an irrevocable
non-aggression pact with the USSR for 25 years, to
jointly guarantee the Baltic States, to influence
Russo-Japanese
relations in the direction of an im-

'

provement.

=^/

Schulenburg was told to stress the need for speed,
since Germany would not endure Polish "provocation"
indefinitely and thus a clash could come at any moment. Hitler was giving Ribbentrop plenipotentiary
authority to negotiate all Russo-German problems and
to sign the appropriate treaties.
The latter could
leave Berlin for Moscow at any time after 18 August.
When the German Ambassador saw Molotov and read
him the new communication, the Russian transmitted
to him the USSR's answer to the note of 15 August.
75
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After the usual protestations
of Soviet good will,
peaceful intentions, and a corresponding criticism
of Nazi foreign policy regarding Russia, the message
contained a repetition of the previously enunciated
Soviet principle that different political systems can
peacefully exist side by side.
Finally, Molotov came to the heart of the matter
and set down the following practical approach:^/

(l) First a commercial agreement must be concluded. What has been commenced, must
also be brought to completion.

(2) Then after a brief period of time, the
Germans can choose between a non-aggression g_act or a reaffirmation of the
pallo/ neutrality treaty of 192 6 In
either case, a protocol must be attached.
It must include, i. al
the German declaration of August 15th.
(3) As far as the planned trip of the German
foreign minister to Moscow is concerned,
the Soviet government prizes this suggestion very highly. The proposed dispatch
of such a prominent statesman emphasizes
the genuineness of the German government s
intentions.
These stand in marked contrast to England, who in the person of
Strang had sent a second-rate official to
Moscow. A journey by the Reich's foreign
minister, however, would necessitate thorough preparation.

.,

.

'

On 18 August, Berlin ordered its Ambassador to
see Molotov and to emphasize Hitler's opinion that
quick results were indispensable since German-Polish
relations were becoming more acute by the day. The
first stage, in the development suggested by Moscow
was completed at Berlin in the form of a Russo-German
trade agreement (actually signed on 19 August). It
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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was, therefore, time to take up the second point. The
German view was that "the non-aggression pact should
parts :"^±/
be simple and contain these three

/sic/

(1) Germany and the USSR will under no circum-

(2)

stance engage in war or in any other application of force against each other.
This pact will come into force immediately with the signatures and is valid
irrevocably for a period of 25 years.

Schulenburg was told to oppose appropriately any
new Russian objections.
He was to emphasize that
Ribbentrop would be in a position to sign a special
protocol, including spheres of influence or other
foreign policy matters, and that only a personal meeting could make such a settlement possible. The German Ambassador was to state plainly the need for an
immediate visit by Ribbentrop to Moscow, in view of
the probable outbreak of war with Poland.^2/
On 19 August, none of Schulenburg s arguments for
speed seemed to have any effect on Molotov. The Soviets demanded first things first; i.e., the signing
Next,
and proclamation of the economic agreement.
they wanted a specific statement of the points to be
covered by the protocol. The German draft of the
non-aggression treaty was not exhaustive at all in
Soviet eyes. It definitely bore the imprint of haste
and improvisation.^/
Only thirty minutes after he had left the Kremlin,
Schulenburg received word to call on Molotov again
that same afternoon.
He was told that it would be
acceptable to the USSR for Ribbentrop to arrive in
Moscow on 26 or 27 August, providing the economic
agreements are proclaimed the following day (i.e.,
on 20 August).
The text of a Soviet draft non-aggression treaty
was also handed to the German for transmittal to his
government.
It was by far more elaborate than that

'
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of the Reich , containing a preamble and five articles as well as a postscript concerning the special
protocol. 24/ With the exception of the last reference, the draft followed the model of that series of
pacts which the USSR had concluded in the 'thirties
with Poland, Latvia, Estonia and other border states.
Instead of being satisfied with the Russian proposal, Berlin began to press Moscow to move up its
Schedule. Hitler sent a personal telegram to Stalin
on 20 August as an ultimate recourse.
He expressed
agreement
his satisfaction with the commercial
and
openly stated that, in his opinion, a non-aggression
pact with the USSR would mean the establishment of a
long-range policy. The Fuehrer accepted the Soviet
draft treaty and indicated that the supplementary
protocol could only be settled by a personal appearance inMoscow of a responsible German statesman. 25/
The crisis with Poland was again mentioned as the
Then, Hitler suggested that Ribreason for speed.
bentrop be received in Moscow on 22 or at the latest
23 August.
The Germans were aware of Britain's probable attitude in the event ofa Nazi-Polish conflict as far
back as April (see Chamberlain's comments in Parliament on the Angle-Polish Treaty of Mutual Assistance^/)
Confirmation of British support for Poland arrived as late as the middle of August in a
secret dispatch from the German Ambassador to the
Court of St. James:

.

-

Should Germany from any military consideration
ex. gr. in order to forestall an attack believed to be planned by Poland
feel herself
forced to take military action against Poland,
the fact would have to be reckoned with that
Britain would come to Poland's aid. Nor is it
likely that Britain would remain neutral ifin
such a war with Germany Poland were very soon
Here, too, Britain would make her
defeated.

-
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decision, not from consideration
ing her world position. £±/

of safeguard-

This was probably the reason, therefore, behind
the German drive for a pact with the USSR, a pact
Schuthat would break the threatening encirclement
lenburg received Molotov's reply from Stalin only two
hours after Hitler's telegram had been delivered.
This was in the form of a personal message from Stalin to Hitler, agreeing to Ribbentrop's arrival on
23 August Molotov added orally that the Soviet government desired the publication of a brief communique
on the following day concerning the contemplated pact
and the arrival of the Reich s Foreign Minister.
Ribbontrop was in Moscow on the appointed date,
having flown from Berlin. He reported directly to
Hitler that the Soviets demanded German recognition
of two Baltic Sea ports (Libau and Windau) as being
within the Russian sphere of influence and requested
the Fuehrer^ immediate consent. Three hours later,
the acquiescence was transmitted to Moscow by tele-

.

.

'

phone.^/

The Nazi Foreign Minister described the conversations he had held with Stalin and Molotov during the
night of 23/24 August ina long memorandum. The discussions covered Italy, Japan, Turkey, England, France,
the Anti-Comintern Pact, the attitude of the German
people toward a possible Russo-German non-aggression
pact. £2/ The treaty as well as the secret additional
protocol were both signed at this session in The

.

Kremlin

A week later, Molotov submitted the Nazi-Soviet
Non- Aggression Pact to the USSR Supreme Soviet (legislature) for ratification in the course ofa speech
during the 31 August meeting of the fourth special
He reviewed the Anglo-French negotiations
session.
which had lasted four months in Moscow and claimed
that the West had. ignored the prime requisite for
such negotiations: "reciprocity and equality of obPublished by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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.

ligations "20/ Then turning to the pact with Germany
the People's Commissar of Foreign Affairs stated that
it had been signed in accordance with Stalin's foreign policy theses as presented to the XVIIICommunist Party Congress only a few months before:

(l) To continue
strengthening

(2)

the policy of peace and of
business relations with all

countries;
To be cautious and not to allow our country to be drawn into conflicts by warmongers who are accustomed to have others
pull the chestnuts out of the fire for
them.

The main importance of the agreement with Germany
was characterized by Molotovas the fact that the two
largest states in Europe "have agreed to put an end
to the enmity between them, to eliminate the menace
of war and to live at peace with one another.
Even
if military conflicts in Europe should prove unavoidable, the scope of hostilities willnow be restricted.
"2-L/ The joint session of the Union Soviet
and the Soviet of Nationalities (both of which bodies
make up the USSR Supreme Soviet) unanimously adopted
a resolution approving the government s foreign policy and ratifying the pact with Nazi Germany.
Unlike other non-aggression treaties, which the
USSR had signed in the past, this one (according to
Article 7) came into force "immediately upon signature. "^32/ Comparing the German and Soviet drafts,
it can be observed that the foregoing stipulation
represented point number two inthe former. The Russian draft, on the other hand, contained in Article
5 the statement that the pact was to come into force
upon ratification which is the usual procedure in
treaty relations. Hitler had a reason for demanding
immediate enforcement of the pact.
Another unusual characteristic of the Nazi-Soviet

..

..

'
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treaty was the absence

of any clause whereby either

of the signatory powers could denounce it, if the
other party were to commit an act of aggression againsta third power. Previous treaties of this type,
entered into by the USSR, had included such an "es-

cape" clause. It was quite obvious that the Russians
were aware of the imminent attack against Poland.
Article IIIof the pact stated: "The governments
of both signatory parties willremain incontact with
each other in the future for consultation, in order
to inform themselves mutually on problems which touch
upon their common interests."
These consultations
were to prove important in the very near future, when
further negotiations and agreements took place.
The secret additional protocol to the Russo-German
pact of 1939 was not made public until 1948; i.e.,
three years after the United States Army had captured
the archives of the German Foreign Office. The top
secret negotiations, which resulted in this protocol,
were concerned with spheres of influence in Eastern
Europe. Definite agreement was reached on the following points :3^/

(1) The line of demarcation

in the Baltic
States was to run along the northern boundary of Lithuania. /This gave the USSR a
free hand to launch its attack on Finland
toward the end of 1939 and to occupy the
three Baltic States (including also Lithuania in violation of the secret protocol)
in
(2) In Poland the boundary was to run along
the Narew, Vistula and San Rivers. Both
states were later to agree whether a "rump"
Poland was to be created or not.
(3) In South-Eastern Europe, the Russian interest and German "disinterest" in Bessarabia were acknowledged.

1940^7
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(4) The protocol was to be kept in strict secrecy.

From this brief resume concerning the way in which
the Nazis conducted their negotiations, it is clear
that Hitler was pressed for time. The Soviets presumably knew this,15/ but themselves were faced with
They were certainly afraid of Germany
a dilemma.
because of the many speeches and other pronouncements
They did not trust
on the Drang nach Qsten theme
England, since the British had given at least one indication of a desire to channel Nazi aggressive aims
eastward.
The official Soviet diplomatic history book for
this period states that by signing the pact Germany

.

. . .demonstrated

to the whole world its recognition of USSR might and the fear of possible participation by the Soviet state in a
struggle against Germany on the side of the
Anglo-French bloc. It is self -understood that
the agreement with Germany never constituted
proof of confidence by the Soviet government
in fascist Germany.^2/

It must be remembered that the leit-motif of power
politics has always been expediency. The Kremlin was
acting inits own best interests, and that has always
been its most important consideration in foreign affairs.
Soon after the German invasion of the USSR, an
explanation of why the pact was signed came from Stalin himself when he spoke over Radio Moscow on 3 July
1941 to the nationalities of the Soviet Union. He
stated that a pact of non-aggression is essentially
an agreement for peace and that the Russian government could not have refused a German proposal for a
pact. Then, Stalin asked the rhetorical question:
"What did we win by signing the pact?" He concluded
that
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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..

.We secured our country peace for a year
and a half, and the opportunity of preparing
its forces to repulse fascist Germany should
she risk an attack on our country despite the
pact This "was a definite advantage for us and
a disadvantage for fascist Germany. 37/

.

this was one of the motivations, although the
Russians were certainly not prepared for the German
onslaught when it came.
Perhaps

1/

2/
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WEHRWIRTSCHAFT: AN ASPECT OF NAZI ECONOMIC THEORY
Amos E. Simpson
University of Arkansas
The intensive preoccupation with the economic aspects of war preparation and warfare which was a part
of the Nazi rule resulted ina large literary output
on the subject in the years after 1933 -i/ Historically there has been a distinction between war economics and the economics of peace, but this disjunction was abandoned in National Socialist Germany.
The economics of both war and peace were unified in
the new Wehrwirtschaft, or preparedness economy. -'
This extensive literature was given prominence in both
financial and political presses, as well as in military periodicals. A whole new type of writer with a
combination of economic and military training developed. Some of these were relatively objective in
their approach, but they never arrived at the exact
meaning of the term even for themselves.^/ They discussed the problems of Germany in the fields of rearmament and economics thoroughly, while at the same
time following the economic measures adopted in other
countries, particularly those engaged in war at the
time, such as Japan, China, and Spain. k/
While there was little agreement among the German
writers en the subject of Wehrwirtschaft, three major
groupings may be distinguished. Some of the experts
tended more or less to ignore the whole idea. They
preferred the old concept of peace economy and war
economy as two distinct policies and regarded economic
preparedness as a policy which would prevent another
situation such as Germany suffered at the beginning
of the first World War, when she was forced into hasty
improvisation after the crisis began.
Other writers
attempted to surround a number of definite administrative functions and policies, such as self-sufficiency,
government control of important industries, price

i/
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and currency control, and labor regulation, with some
indefinable classification, and call the sum total

Wehrwirtschaft .-/ A third group, and certainly the
most important, viewed such measures as permanent,
and not as temporary expedients to be discarded when
the danger of crisis was past. These writers either
identified Wehrwirtschaft with the national economy
as such during a prolonged state of preparedness or
more generally conceived it as the guiding ideology
of present day economic policy in peace as well as
in war.-^/ In short, Wehrwirtschaft was an economic
philosophy in the srme way that capitalism and socialism were economic philosophies. In this view it was
impossible to describe it b3' using specific measures
or institutions, no matter how well defined, but by
recognizing tho new Wirtschaf tgesirinung , or economic
philosophy, which characterized Itjj/
As a science VJehrwirt s chaf t needed a theory, but
those who interested themselves in the problem refused to build it up from abstract ideas.
They attempted t o take the factual material from both the
past and present, mold it into a theory, and use it
to draw conclusions for the future.--/ Before 1938
one could not find the word Wehrwirtschaft ina dictionary or encyclopedia., although it ran riot in the
newspaper3 and periodicals even in foreign languages.
=2/ To define the word by a logical approach did not
satisfy any of its proponents.
They usually began
with some amorphous definition which regarded Wehrwirtschaft as "the laws of living and the necessities
of life of a nation giving direction to its economy."
=i/ Then the argument was developed: inherent in the
definition of a "nation" is the idea of defense. A
nation which cannot defend itself is not truly a nation. The national economy therefore, must perforce
always be a Wehrwlrt a ohaf t Like the army, the economy must deliver the arias,, and the army is expected
to secure the nation and "'•he economy. Peace economy
is either a Wehrwisrtschaft or else it is not a real

-

.
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National economy, for it bears the same relation to
the nation as a standing army.i^/
There was an indissoluble link between the whole
concept of Wehrwirtschaft and German military, diplomatic, and propaganda strategy. In fact, one author
went so far as to insist that the adjective wehr
should be prefixed to all great fields of national
life,and specif ically named economics, science, philosophy, psychology,
geography,
sociology, ethics,
technique, finance, law, and even religion. ±2/ Some
of the military officers writing on economic problems
stressed repeatedly the intellectual or spiritual
character of Wehrwirtschaft , which they thought should
be a general leading principle of national policy
rather than a series of concrete administrative measures. ±2/ This point of view defined Uehrwirtschaft
as "a willand endeavor which aims at superiority over
the enemy in a future war in the economic field and
by economic methods."^/ Other leading military writers were chiefly interested in the social implications of a modern war economy. One of them wrote
that "Wehrwirtschaft is often identified with the
national economy as such.
The economy must be
equally fit for defense in peace and in war; the economic ideas must correspond to the military ideas,
although Wehrwirtschaft need not necessarily be directed toward an actual war."i2/ On the other hand,
some of the military writers believed that Wehrwirtrschaft was to ''prepare the economy in peacetime in
such a way that the production of material important
for warfare could start at the decisive moment quickly
and in sufficient quantities. "=2/ Despite such tendencies to argue the question of its meaning with
reference to an actual war, the usual attitude was
that there was to be no essential difference in the
economy in war and peace. It3/ One of the most succinct expressions of the identity of the economy of
war and that of peace was that of Benito Mussolini
when he stated that:

...
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the distinction between a war and peace economy
is simply absurd.
There is no such thing as
an economy of peace-time and an economy of wartime. There is only a war economy because,
historically, on the basis of the number of
years of war, it is proved that the state of
armed warfare is the normal stage of the peoples,
at least of those living on the European continent, and because even in the years of socalled peace other forms of warfare are practised which in turn prepare for armed warfare. 12/
It is impossible
define Wehrwirtschaft without
first examining the internal connections
between
government and policy on one hand and form of economy
on the other. Further, one must investigate the connection between the military and the economy. In an
authoritarian government the economy is not only a
servant to the nation, but also an instrument of war
in an aggressive and defensive sense. £2/ There is a
further aspect of Wehrwirtschaft aid that is the close
relation between the formation of the reality of the
new system and what one writer called the "new self
consciousness
of the nation." He seems to have some
nebulous idea of this economic practice having stemmed
from an attitude of mind found only in the German
people and there only because of their peculiar experiences.^/
Another writer expressed much of the
same concept: "We see in Wehrwirtschaft one expression of our national and vfllkischen Will and one of
the most important weapons of war. This weapon can
be used not only for defense, as in the first World
War, but also as a forceful weapon of attack. "==/
The result of all this i
s that Weh rwirts chaf t is a
form of economy "in which all precautions are made
to preserve the self maintenance of a nation by economic means against danger from external forces by
means of economic pressure, sanctions, blockage, and

war. "23/
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It is impossible to provide a cut and dried summing up of the term Wehrwirtschaft for there is no
adequate English translation for it. Even prolonged
investigations by German experts and writers have
failed in the attempt to arrive at a definition per
se. Only through discussion of its fuller implications can one draw his own conclusions and interpretations.
Albert T. Lauterbach, who has made an intensive study of preparedness economy, sees two major
characteristics which appear more or less constant:

(l) It was to be a new economic system, or
principle, and not merely an emergency provision to be abolished when the state of emergency disappeared.
(2) Its method consisted
of a virtual shift to a preparedness
or war
economy during peacetime.
The purpose was a
peacetime revision of the whole social and economic structure in such a way that full efficiency could be achieved at the very moment
that war entered the military phase. 2±I
The most extreme view was that in reality peace is
also a form of self-preservation like war. In other
words, the same forces used in wartime for selfpreservation must be used in peacetime for the same
reasons. 25/
Wehrwirtschaft is far reaching in its implications.
It becomes hopelessly entangled in and inseparable
from such ideas as war and peace economy; socialism
and capitalism; self-sufficiency and autarky. The
proponents of autarky readily accepted the philosophy
of Wehrwirtschaft .^2/ To a majority of the writers
in the field, the impossibility of importing food and
raw materials during a war was the most important
single factor in the new ideas. isZ/ The thinking <£
all Germans was colored by an outstanding example of
economic unpreparedness which they had personally experienced. The blockage of Germany during the first
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World War was responsible

for the inability to import food and raw materials and produced a desperate
situation there. The conditions produced by the
blockade were blamed as providing one of the major
reasons for the defeat of the German nation, and more
than a few economists and writers have attributed
Germany's autarkic attitudes to that disaster.
Germany's

fate was decisively altered by the
blockade, which now forced her into an involuntary and inexorable autarky, although up to
that time she had participated in world trade
more than any other nation except England. This
experience has never faded from the memory of
the German people. Without it the economic
policy of the Hitler regime cannot be under-

stood.2§/

Some writers even went so far as to say that the
most important effect of war is the cutting off of
international trade, pointing out that what is an advantage in peacetime planning may become a positive
disadvantage in war. Colonies, for example, and fishing rights can be extremely useful if planning is for
peacetime only, but they lend a false sense of security because they are the first losses when war
eventuates. Whereas they contribute in peacetime to
political and economic independence, they are but
destroyed reserves in war.^2/
In every economy, whether war or peace, labor,
capital, and natural resources must be kept in the
best possible balance. This balance is easiest kept
in larger mineral areas and for that reason nations
seek colonies. But a nation is absolutely sovereign
only within its own borders, and in case of war the
traffic with colonies is interrupted. Then the economic borders become identical to the political borders and even if needed materials are available in
distant colonies they cannot be used because of the
cutting of sea lanes by blockade. 22/
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The first World War provided the first example of
the idea of total war, which has been defined as "a
war conducted in three dimensions of one nation against the other with all the psychic and physical
and material forces. "31/ The military economists
wanted to use the experience gained from it to improve the German position internationally and to assure the inability of any enemy ever again to win a
military victory over Germany.
Major General Georg
Thomas, Chief of the Wehwirtschaftsstab in the High
Command of the army wrote that "the wrong idea of a
short war has already been our ruin once, and therefore we should not let ourselves be guided by the
dream of a short war even in this age of tank-divisions
and aircraft squadrons "32/ jn a discussion of the
three factors on which the development of military
economics was based, he wrote "the first factor is
the exploitation of the experiences gained during the
World War. "22/
According to the Nazi economists, however, their
predecessors failed to make use of the war experiences in a peace economy. The policy bosses and economic leaders of the Weimar Republic wanted to start
again from where they stopped in 1914. The State was
not to lead the economy, but economy was to lead the
State. The proponents of Wehrvdrtschaft, on the other
hand, insisted that the economy had to be the servant
of the State, not only for social- ethical reasons,
but also because it must be an adjunct of the armed
forces of the nation. 34/ "The main goal of the German economy was to build up a system which safe-guarded
German existence even in war under all circumstances. "25/
The obvious lesson to be learned from the experience of the first World War was that Germany must be
self-sufficient in the event of another conflagration.22/ "Every step to autarky helps the liberty of
our nation. We know we cannot live on an island, but
liberty and security of our nation demand that we

.
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aspire to it at all costs. "2Z/
The idea of autarky was not new by any means, nor
was it confined to the Germans. Economists and commentators of practically every nation discussed the
problem, and many publications suggested some form
of autarky for each nation.^/ P. T. Ellsworth, in
his volume on International Economics, wrote that
"the appeal of self-sufficiency, however, is not limited to nations dominated by military ideology. The
fear of war makes economic independence seem desirable to many in countries where pacifist sentiment
is strong. ''29/ Certainly not all Germans favored
autarky, =2/ but gradually the thinking of the National
Socialists turned toward acceptance of the necessity
of absolute self-sufficiency, and that idea along
with the concept of Wehrwi rts chaf t was consummated
in the Four Year Plan which has been termed "the
greatest economic effort of a military character undertaken outside Russia. "42/
Hitler proclaimed the Four Year Plan to secure
German life before the Nuremberg Party Congress on
September 9, 1936, saying that it was designed to make
Germany "wholly independent of other countries in all
those materials which German capacity, our chemistry,
our machine industry, and our mining industry can produce at home. "42/
On October 18, Hermann Gtfring was appointed Plenipotentiary for the Four Year Plan with the task of
putting the entire economy in a state of readiness
for war within four years. kl/ Hitler's action meant
that the policies which had been followed to 1936
were to be dropped in favor of the complete control
over economics by the Four Year Plan, the vehicle of
Wehrwi rtschaft and autarky. 4V From 1936 until the
beginning of Allied victory during World War II, the
Four Year Plan under GWring dominated every aspect
of the economic life of the nation. Despite the fact
that private ownership was retained in Germany, the
degree of freedom of individual owners in directing
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their own organizations and capital rapidly was curtailed. The National Socialist idea of private ownership was that it carried with it the responsibility
of a public mission. 3^/ "The mobilization of the German economy was symbolized by a ritual which gave the
principal German industrialists semi -military status,
though they wore no uniform. "^2/ In March, 1937, various leading businessmen in the industrial world were
informed that the Reichsminister for War had ordered
that
a leadership corps for military economy be set
up immediately. The war economy leaders /Wehrwirtschaftsfuhrer/ shall be responsible collaborators of the Wehrmacht in preparing and carrying out the mobilization of the armament industry and in the conduct of war. Their significance, their tasks, and duties in connection
with armament economy places them in a position corresponding approximately to that of reserve officers on active duty.±L/
The authority and functions of the Wehrwirtschaftsftthrer were outlined by the Wehrwirtschaftsstab of
the Wehrmacht just as if they were an integral part
of the military forces.^/ Shortly after the announcement of the Four Year Plan Hermann GiJring called
on the manufacturers to forget their profits in the
interests of self-sufficiency. 42/ The Commerce Department decreed that it was the responsibility of
the merchants of Germany to convince the consumers
that they should buy only goods which were produced
in plenty in Germany, avoid all scarce materials, and
guide them away from articles useful for export to
those unsuitable for that purpose. The merchant was
expected to advise and guide the customers in such
a way that tensions were avoided when the goods the
customer desired were not available. 50/
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In an address before the leaders of the economy
at the end of 1936, Gftring told them that since the
economy was dependent on the politics, the methods
of economy were also dependent on the methods of politics. He pronounced it as inconceivable that in a
National Socialist State a capitalistic system of
economy should exist. 51/ "Against this conception
of liberalism and economics we set our conception of
national socialism and that is: In the centre of
economy stand the people and the nation, not the individual and his profit; work and economy are exclusively only there for the whole people. "22/ According to GO ring prior to the rise of the Nazis the problems of production had been left to the "so-called
free play of economic forces, and the state limited
itself to just sitting in judgment on the results."
2A/ By leaving such questions to industry the state
helped destroy the economy.
This he labeled as a
sterile policy unsuited to the National Socialists,
who believed in "grabbing difficulties out by the
roots. "54/
In our Four Year Plan the increasing of agricultural and industrial production takes first
place, and the state will press this forward
by every means ; not in such a fashion that the
state itself is in charge, but in such a manner as will assure
the state absolute leadership and control where necessary, without
waiting for economic laws to take effect by
The state does not limit itself to
themselves.
just administering economic problems where industry does not itself put the matter in order,
but it will pursue a leading policy according
to plan throughout the whole Reich. 5^/
Go*ring was always most insistent that he wished
nothing to do with socialization, 22/ but he made it
clear that "during the coming years, the Four Year
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Plan will govern the whole of Germany's social and
economic life."12/
The manner in which GOring planned to rule the
economic life of Germany followed none of the established patterns in theory. "We do not recognize the
sanctity of some of these so-called economic laws.
It must be pointed out that trade and industry are
servants of the people, while capital also has a role
to play as the servant of economy. "22/ The placing
of government contracts with industry did not mean
that all the advantage was with the entrepreneur.

.

The control of business and industry in Germany.
.has only succeeded in curtailing the
powers of the individual manufacturer to such
an extent that today he suffers from all the
disadvantages
which State interference necessitates while he enjoys none of the advantages
which State interference may offer. He carries
all the risks which private enterprise necessarily has to take, while he is not free to
employ his private capital where reasonable
profits seem to him assured. 12/
By 1938 the Four Year Plan had swallowed up even
the Ministry of Economics and the economy was placed
completely under military command.
Active army ofplaced
Ministry
ficers were
in the
of Economics to
finally
issue orders that were
carried out by the
military-economic leaders appointed in the various
industries and sworn in .to Hitler in much the same
way as the military. £2/ The German economy was no
longer either an extension of aggressive capitalism
or a true form of socialism. Few theorists believed
that such an economic system could be reconciled with
a competitive economy which rested on individual enterprise. 2i/ Even these admitted that in reality individual entrepreneurs had become mere agents of the
government with strictly limited powers. H=/ Through
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the administrative machinery of the Four Year Plan,
the economic philosophy of uehrwirtschaft how dominated every aspect of German life.
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ST. JOHN LE

CR^VECOEUR

AS A DIPLOMAT,

1783-1790

James J. Hudson
University of Arkansas
As the first French Consul to New York,i/ St. John
de Crevecoeur found Franco-American commercial relations in a rather precarious condition. Before the
Revolutionary War, the English had supplied the Colonies with most of the manufactured articles they
During the
needed in exchange for raw materials.
war the Americans had to look to France, £/ Holland,
and Spain for manufactured products, but with the
close of the war the commercial ties with these countries deteriorated somewhat. 2/ It was soon revealed
that political separation had not broken the many
ties which linked Americans to the English people. ±1
Students of economic history have advanced many
reasons for this apparent swing of the United States
back to its wartime enemy.
Chief among the causes
for the British victory in regaining the bulk of
American commerce was the general excellence of the
product sent and the intelligence with which the
English studied their market. They did not send lace
handkerchiefs and fine champagnes, but pots, pans,
guns, and agricultural equipment that the Americans
could use. In spite of the rather heavy duties placed
on American goods by the English, the Yankee merchant
could still make a better prof itby buying practical,
salable goods than by purchasing luxury items from
the French. Furthermore, the Americans had become
used to British goods. A third reason lay in the
fact that the English and the Americans spoke a common language, and therefore business relations were
easier.
Still another reason was that the French
government, itself near bankruptcy, was unable to
assist her merchants in extending loans to the destitute Americans, whereas the English government was
able to do so.2j It was into this rather unfortunate
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trade situation that St. Jean de Crevecoeur was thrust
in the summer of 1783.
Crevecoeur was eminently well qualified for the
Consulship at the time of his appointment.
He had
lived some twenty years in America before and during
the American Revolution and thoroughly understood
American habits, characteristics, and problems. Indeed, he had written a highly successful and somewhat
laudatory book on America --Letters from an American
Farmer. (Americans of all eras have characteristically liked and trusted those who have liked them. )
In addition to his thorough understanding of America,
Crevecoeur numbered among his personal friends many
prominent leaders in both America and France.
In
America, such figures as Benjamin Franklin, George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Robert Livingston
were of great help while in France, Turgot, the financial wizard; ilarechal de Castries, the Minister of
Marine; the Duke de la Rochefoucauld, the Luke de
Laincourt, and Lafayette furnished invaluable aid.
It is not surprising that a diplomat with so fortunate a background would be especially interested in
the success of commercial and cultural relations from
both the French and the American viewpoint.
The new Consul to New York realized from the beginning that his chief problem was one of education
on the part of both countries.
To solve this, he
wrote many letters to influential men in both France
and America seeking to further understanding between
the two. 2/ He sent American newspapers to friends
in France and requested that they be translated and
published in the French newspapers. 2/ The Consul
often received newspapers and periodicals from Paris,
many of which he himself translated into English and
published in America.
His letter to the Duke de la
Rochefoucauld in February, 1784 stated clearly that
his purpose was to translate for American consumption
"whatever is most Edifying & most conducive to Establish here a National Respect for the Nation. "2/
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Crevecoeur often made contributions of his own to
the various American publications. Perhaps his most
important contribution to journalism was his series
of articles on agriculture. These articles, written
under the pen name "Agricola, extended over a period of six years ,9/ and were concerned chiefly with
the introduction of new crops and farming methods in
the United States.
For example, he advocated the
planting of drouth-resistant grasses to combat summer pasture failures. i2/
There is some evidence that Crevecoeur also attempted to found a monthly magazine whereby he could further advance the exchange of ideas between the two
countries.
In February, 1784, ne wrote a friend in
France,

"

I
have persuaded a Printer here to undertake
a Monthly Magazine which will be very usefull
I, who have set the scheme
& Entertaining...
foot,
put
on
will
into his hands whatever I
can Receive from Paris. * Men here Love to be
Instructed &let us have Proper Materials from
whatever part inorder to accomplish this Monthly
Publication. .ii/

.

.

Since the magazine is mentioned only one time in his
letters, it is very likely that it was soon discontinued, if published at all.
Even before St. John de Crevecoeur f s appointment
as Consul to New York, he had been active in promoting easier communications between France and the
United States.
After much correspondence with Benjamin Franklini^/ concerning the mechanics of a mail
packet boat system, he was able to persuade the French
government to inaugurate such a system between France
and America. He was made director of the New York
end of the system, and the first ship of the new line
sailing from Le Havre September 18, 1783* found St.
John as one of its passengers.
Crevecoeur wrote New
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York's Governor Clinton late in 1783 describing the
purpose of the new packet system as primarily an
effort
to cement the Bonds of Friendship between his
Kingdom (Louis XVI) and the United States of
America.
to carry the Hails to and from each
Country, that Commerce may have the fullest

..

Assistance.i2/

Throughout his term as Consul to New York he worked
energetically to keep the packet system operating
efficiently. ii
Just before leaving for America to take over his
duties , St. John de Crevecoeur received a letter
from Condorcet, head of the French Academy of Science,
notifying him that he had been made a corresponding
member of that society. Although appreciating the
honor bestowed upon him, Crevecoeur had some apprehension as to his ability to execute his commission
from the Academy. He wrote,

I
am afraid my ignorance and inaptitude will
prevent me from fulfilling your expectations
as intelligently and as fully as the commission which you have obtained for me from the
Academie deserves. ,±^j

.

Even though he doubted his ability, he launched enthusiastically into the task of writing the Academy
interesting pieces about America. In the five years
between December 17, 1783 and December 1, 1788, he
wrote over fifty letters. Most of these were long,
and contained much of interest to the Academy o n
habits, customs, beliefs, agriculture, commerce, and
resources of America. 16/
Crevecoeur 's efforts to secure interesting material for the Academy of Science did not conflict with
his duties as "His Majesty's Consul," but rather the
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one complimented the other. The spread of scientific
knowledge in both America and France was one of his
duties as outlined by the ministry, a letter to the
Governor of New Jersey written by Crevecoeur one week
after his arrival in New York proposed the establishment of a botanical garden by that state. Crevecoeur
promised on behalf of King Louis XVI to contribute
whatever plants from the royal nurseries that the New
Jersey legislature should request.
The Consul went
on to say that he had brought with him for this purpose "Two Hundred different Kinds of Seeds of the
most rare, useful and curious plants, allmarked according to Linneian System. "17/ The New Jersey House
of Assembly voted on Lecember 10 to accept St. John's
offer on behalf of Louis XVI and requested Governor
William Livingston to notify the Consul. !§/ This
Livingston did in a letter to St. John on Lecember
19, 1783 in which he thanked Crevecoeur and the King
for the very kind offer, and assured the Consul "that
whenever this State had formed an Establishment of
iiajesty's
a botanical garden, His most Christian
Gracious offer will be Gratefully accepted.
A
garden, however, was not established until 1788 when
Andre Michaux established one at Bergen Neck.
On the same day that Crevecoeur wrote the Governor
of New Jersey suggesting the establishment of a Botanical garden, he also wrote a similar letter to John
Lickinson, President of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The latter answered a few weeks later stating
that the Consul's offer had been placed before the
assembly and would be voted on in the near future.
Nothing more relating to the Pennsylvania project is
found in St. John's letters.
It must be assumed,
therefore, that the offer was rejected. The reason
may have been that Philadelphia already had a privately owned botanical garden. 20/
To promote further good will between the United
States and France, he sent, early in Lecember, 1783,
a notice to the New York Gazette in regard to the

"19/
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French Medical publication, the Journal de Medicine,
chirurgie et pharmacie militaire. In this notice he

indicated he was authorized by the king to offer this
publication to those societies and individuals who
would make good use of it.^i/ As a result of this
advertisement, St. John received during the next few
months hundreds of letters from societies and individuals seeking to take advantage of the offer. A
Joseph Hamilton from Connecticut wrote that he belonged to a society called "The first Medical Society
in the Thirteen United States since their Independence." He stated that this society had not had a
meeting since Crevecoeur's article had appeared in
the papers, but he was sure that the members would
like to have the publication. William Bryand and
John Gibson, "Practitioners in Physics and Surgery"
wrote from Trenton asking for the publication. 23/
One letter requested copies for the "University of
Cambridge" (Harvard) .24/ As the letters requesting
the publication poured in faster than the Consul
could possibly have filled them, he finally turned
over the French originals to Dr. Joseph Brown, a New
York surgeon, who translated them into English and
published a sufficient number to fillall requests. £5/
One of the new medical societies established to take
advantage of Louis XVI's offer was the Medical Society
of New Haven, Connecticut.
To this society Crevecoeur had offered "whatever books or other helps" it
might need and also suggested the establishment of a
botanical garden in connection with the society. 26/
It seems that the citizens of New Haven were intrigued
with the idea as is indicated by M. Pierrepont Edward's
letter of February 11, 1784 in which he wrote, "I
have read your letter to more than half of the city;
and am daily obliged to parry their importunities to
read them again...
A few days later the committee of correspondence of the new society wrote:

"27/

lie have communicated

your Proposals to the Rev-
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erend& worthy President Dr. Esra Stiles of our
Colledge and submitted itto his consideration,
whether it would not be of the greatest Utility to have it annexed to that Learned Seminary?
if this Measure should not meet with
success, itwill not deter us from making this
attempt in some other way. .£§/

...

.

Apparently the city of New Haven and the College accepted Crevecoeur 's proposal, for his letter of March
19, 17B4, extended congratulations on their initiative
and sagacity. 29/ A little later the same town accepted copies of the famous French Encyclopedia from
Crevecoeur and in turn extended "freedom of the city"
to his friends Marechal Prince de Beauveau, the Duke
de Laincourt, the Luke de la Rochefoucauld, Marquis
St. Lambert, and others. 30/
In spite of illhealth, Crevecoeur was able to
visit in Boston during the spring of
He
used the two months he was in that city to good advantage collecting maps, charts, interesting data,
and information for the Academy of Science in Paris.
At Boston, Crevecoeur met John Peck, the famous
American ship builder. He was so impressed with the
American method of shipbuilding that he proposed that
the French Government engage Peck to build one of his
fast sailing ships for the Franco-American packet
service.
He wrote,

17S4<3i/

In point of swiftness these new vessels are
the Birds of the sea, from 16 to 25 days is
the common Length of their Passage from here
to Europe... Vessels built on this Plan carry
more sail, that is they cannot be overset, they
carry Likewise 4 times the weight that others
generally do. 32/
by Crevecoeur finally culmiThese recommendations
nated in the French government commissioning Peck
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to build a packet ship which was named, in honor of
the Minister of Marine, the Marechal de Castries. 2/
Evidence of Crevecoeur s strong interest in American public affairs is indicated in his letter of
March 8, 1784, to Richard Morris, Chief Justice of
the New York State Supreme Court, concerning the foundation of a Public Health Office in New York Harbor.
In the letter he painted an alarming picture of the
various plagues then sweeping Europe and Asia and
pointed out the ease with which this epidemic could
be brought to America. He then recommended the establishment of

•

a Health office, with such Powers and Regulations as will oblige all Vessels to Drop Anchor
until thoroughly examined, and to land their
Crews ifnecessary on Post Island, where proper
Physicians & an Hospital should be built.. 31/
Morris proved amiable to the idea and forwarded the
French Consul's letter to the New York State Legislature. 2Jy A few years later a system similar to
that recommended by Crevecoeur was set up.
Crevecoeur, too, was instrumental in establishing
the first Catholic church in the city of New York.
On April 6, 1784, the New York Assembly enacted a law
granting religious toleration to all denominations.
Soon afterward (June 19, 1785), St. Peter's, the
mother church of New York Catholicism, came into being. Listed among its incorporators was the name of
"Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, Consul General of
France. "36/
In the spring of 1784, St. John carried his good
will program one step further when he corresponded
at length with Robert Livingston,^!/ Chancellor of
New York, concerning the beautification of New York
City. He had drawn up an elaborate set of plans for
the project some fifteen years before while a resident of that city.20/ The project called for the
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planting of trees, the laying out of parks, and the
construction of sidewalks.
Although Livingston,
known
plenipotentiaries
better
as one of the
who concluded the treaty of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803,
agreed to use his influence to promote the plan, very
little was accomplished until St. John had left the
American scene several years later.12/
In the summer of 1784, Lafayette paid a visit to
the country he had helped liberate. Luring Lafayette's stay in America it seems that he renewed his
friendship with St. John de Crevecoeur.
Evidently,
also,
improved
believed that
relations
Lafayette,
between France and the United States would require
greater exchange of ideas between the two countries.
This is brought out in St. John's letter of Lecember 17, 1784, to the Luke de la Rochefoucauld:

M. le Marquis (Lafayette) approves of my ideas
for a Bureau of Information, of which Iwish
him to be the first president.
We shall not
have to wear out the minister then, with projects to which he can only pay a fleeting attention. Our samples and our reports will all
go to this office, which will pass upon them
and make them known in our forlorn provinces
where manufactures are conducted without taste
and without precision required to establish our
commerce upon a firm basis. hQJ
This project was not mentioned again in his correspondence with the Luke, and it is likely that the
bureau never received official recognition by the
French government.
I.Tiether it succeeded or failed,
it did show that at least some of the leaders in
France were willing to make an attempt to investigate and correct the causes for Franco-American commercial failures.
If Crevecoeur were convinced that France should
be educated to like American products, he likewise
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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believed that the Americans should also be educated

An example of his work in
to use French products.
this direction was his effort to establish a national
wine cellar in New York.^ti/ Luring the war, the
French had made the mistake of sending over inferior
grades of wine causing the Americans to fall back on
other varieties of wines and liquors. The Consul believed the only remedy for this was to send the best
He said,

.

I
have never ceased
might be shipped at
...in order to be
as low and cheap as

asking that wines in cases
half rate on the packets
afforded to the Americans
possible. k±/

Crevecoeur often received good French wine from his
friend the Luke de la Rochefoucauld, and he made it
a point to share this with his friends so as to cultivate their taste for it.^J Crevecoeur also tried
to cultivate the American taste for fine French silks.
He never lost an opportunity to use it judiciously
in his dress, and, as French Consul to New York, he
was highly esteemed as a social lion. Some progress
toward cultivating the desire for silk was made, especially in the ranks of the American merchant aristocracy.
In his letters to French officials he stressed
again and again that French merchants send goods of
practical importance, such as ironware, nails, sheet
lead, crockery, copper utensils, brooms, sail cloth,
rope, anchors, writing paper, drugs, medicines, and
glass. kk/ To illustrate his point he wrote the Luke
de la Rochefoucauld:
Would you believe it, iihgland sends glass every
year to the value of more than four million
livres tournois? But if you stop to consider
that everything here is built of wood, that a
third of their wall-space is given up to winPublished by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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dows, that even their country churches often
contain 1400 to 2000 panes, that building goes
on every day, and breakage too, you will realize the enormous amount of this article that
is used. As for nails, that is even more extraordinary: from the hulls of their ships to the
roofs of their houses every thing is fashioned
together with nails. k£/
The Consul endeavored at every turn to keep alive
the memory of French-American Revolutionary War friendship. Inan extensive correspondence with 3than Allen,
Vermont's revered commander of the "Green Mountain
Boys," Crevecoeur suggested the naming of various
towns in that state in honor of famous Frenchmen.
Allen, then a political power in Vermont, was pleased
with the idea and as a result such towns as Vergennes,
Rochambeau, Castropolis, Gallipolis, Turgotfield, and
St. Johnsburg came into being. 2^/ Thrilled with his
success in Vermont the Consul made similar recommendations, !±L/ but with less success,^/ to leaders in
other states.
Illness forced Crevecoeur to return to France in
July, 1785, on what was intended to be a six-months
leave of absence. hdJ This leave, however, was subsequently extended to almost two years, as he recuperated less rapidly than was expected.
Even in France, Crevecoeur continued to work toward improvement of Franco- American relations.
He
entered into a discussion with Marechal de Castries,
the Minister of Marine, on the subject of the packet
boats. They had been running irregularly during the
last six months, and St. John desired to get the system back in working order. He also suggested that
Honfleur (LeHavre) be made a free port .2/
It appears that he obtained some results, for we find
Jefferson writing John Jay in February, 17&7:

'

the infranchement
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fair way of being speedily concluded. The exertions of Monsieur de Crevecoeur, and particularly his influence with the Luke d'Harcourt,
have been the chief consequence in this
matter. 12/

...

In January of 1787, Crevecoeur and Brissot de Warville organized a Gallo- American Society which was
intended to facilitate the study of Franco-American
problems.
It appears, however, that the club never
had more than four members and in the following year
it merged with the Society of the Friend of the
Blacks, also a Gallo- American affair. This last mentioned society was a much more active body having
about three-hundred members, including Mirabeau,Lafayette, Luke de la Rochefoucauld, Sieyes, Gregoire,
Voley, William Short, and Crevecoeur. 23/ Several of
these Frenchmen apparently planned to migrate to the
New World to found there a perfect society, but the
French Revolution beginning the next year nipped this
project in the bud. About all that came out of the
plan were the books o f Brissot de Warville and the
famous Scioto project. 54/ The Society of the Friends
of the Blacks and Crevecoeur in particular were blamed
to some extent for the Scioto failure. Itwas claimed
that Crevecoeur over-propagandizedH/ the beauty and
ease of life in America, causing some five-hundred
Norman families to immigrate to the Ohio River ValIey22/ only to meet with disaster.
Soon after Crevecoeur 's return to New York in the
late summer of 1787, he received a letter from John
Paul Jones, the famous American naval commander, stating that the former had been elected to membership
in the American Philosophical Society. The letter,
dated July 17, 1787, reads:
I
have the pleasure of complimenting you on
having been named (at my request) by the President to be elected member of the American Philosophical Society.
57/

..
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His actual admission did not take place untilthe following January. J>§/ This was indeed a high honor since
membership in this society was limited to the greatest scientists, philosophers, and statesmen of the
day.
Luring the years of 1788-1789, the French packet
system again began to fail, probably due to the general lack of interest in France. 12/ Convinced, then,
that there was little he could do for French-American
commerce, St. John now devoted his energy to a new
field. He became very interested in John Fitch's invention of a steam-propelled boat. In 1784 the United
States Congress had promised 30,000 acres of land on
the Ohio River to the person who should discover the
"cheapest and simplest device for getting heavily
laden boats upstream without being towed. "22/ A Pennsylvanian, John Fitch£±/had subsequently invented a
rather crude, but workable, steam boat. A Congressional investigation committee approved Mr. Fitch's
device and voted to grant him the land. But suddenly
James Rumsey advanced his claim that he had built a
steam boat prior to Fitch's model. The storm raged
for some time with Congress finally accepting the
Rumsey model. At this point Crevecoeur took a hand.
In a letter to the Luke d' Harcourt, he explained
the entire Fitch story and suggested that the French
government ask the inventor to demonstrate his vessel on the Seine River.^2/ Apparently the French
passed up the opportunity, and it was not until the
second decade of the nineteenth century that steampowered vessels appeared on the Seine.
Early in his career as Consul to the United States,
Crevecoeur had at every opportunity urged French
capitalists and financiers to invest in ventures in
America. However, with the increased chaos arising
out of the decentralized Articles o f Confederation
government, he wrote to a friend in France advising
any prospective investors to hold off until the new
Constitution then before the people could be put inhttps://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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Shortly after the Constitution was
to effect. 22/
ied,
only
and
a few months before resigning his
ratif
post, Crevecoeur seems again satisfied with the future
of the American government.
We find him writing to
General James Uebb explaining how New York might entice investments by French capitalists. 2h/
Soon after the fall of the Bastille and the outbreak of the French Revolution, Crevecoeur asked to
be replaced in America. However, he was kept on duty
at New York until the spring of 1790, when he was
finally allowed to return to France.
In the preceding pages an attempt has been made
to trace the activities- of St. John de Crevecoeur,
the French Consul to New York, in his efforts to promote cultural and trade relations between France and
America. Itis fairly simple to trace his promotional
attempts, but it is far more difficult to evaluate
the actual success or failure of such activities.
Certainly from a cultural point of view his efforts
seem successful.
He did much to secure books and
other supplies for newly-established medical societies, colleges, and botanical gardens. He was a man
of intense public spirit as is indicated by his efforts to establish a public health office in New York,
an avenue of trees, new sidewalks, and a church. Most
Americans were friendly to France throughout the
1780 ls and 1790 1 s in spite of the Quasi-Naval War
in the 1790 's. Much of this good will, of course,
sprang from the aid given by the French during the
American Revolution, but, without a doubt, the activities of Crevecoeur helped to keep that friendly
spirit burning brightly. His letters and reports to
the French government helped that country maintain
a better understanding of the new American nation.
As for the success of Crevecoeur 's commercial efforts, less can be said. He was responsible for the
establishment
of the first packet system between
France and America and made strenuous efforts to open
the French port of Honfleur to free movement of AmerPublished by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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ican trade. His efforts to advertise American products
to Europe, and French products to America, should not
go unnoticed; yet, at least from the French point of
view, Franco-American trade declined steadily after
1785. With the signing of the Treaty of Amity and
Commerce in 1778 France exported to the United States
3,200,000 livres worth of goods annually and imported from that country products valued at 2,460,000
livres. At the end of Crevecoeur's tour of duty as
Consul to New York, the French imports from America
had increased three-hundred per cent while exports
to America had fallen to only sixty per cent of the
1778 figure. This unfavorable balance of trade was
only partially solved by American imports from the
French West Indies. Without a doubt, Crevecoeur's
efforts were partly responsible for the increased
French imports from America, but itcan hardly be said
that his activities damaged the French export trade
to the United States.
Had the French government
heeded his recommendation to send utilitarian goods,
much of the American market could have been saved.
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of these letters are written in the French
language ; the remainder in English. In the
English letters Crevecoeur 1 s original spelling,
punctuation, and capitalization are used. For
this paper the French letters are brought into
conformity with present-day rules.
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Ibid. Feb. 17, 1784.
Robert de Crevecoeur, St. Jeande Crevecoeur: Sa
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Cong.
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John Bigelow
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Let., St. John de Crevecoeur to a "Reverend Sir"
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his children. His wife had been killed by the
Indian-Loyalist band which had destroyed the
Crevecoeur horns in Orange County, New York during the Revolution (1779). The children had
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Capt. Fellowes at the time Crevecoeur returned
from France as Consul in 1783.
32 Let., St. John de Crevecoeur to the Duke de la
Rochefoucauld, April 7, 1784. M'film. Lib. of
Cong.
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prepared by the New York City U.P.A. Historical Records Survey (New York, 1941). p. 11.
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the American Revolution.
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York to the Continental Congress, where he was
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the Declaration of Independence.
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Chancellor of New York, 1777, an office which
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tered the oath of office to George Washington
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!&/ Ibid. Nov. 5, 1784, and Report, St. John de Crevecoeur to Marechal de Castries, March 1, 1785.
M'film. Lib. of Cong.
45/ Let., St. John de Crevecoeur to the Duke de la
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Rochefoucauld,

46/

hi/
i§/

i2/
50/

51/

52/
53/

5V
55/
56/

Nov. 5, 1784. M'film. Lib. of
Cong.
E. P. Walton (ed.), Records of Vermont Governor
and Council (Montpelier, 1883). pp. 386-388.
Let., St. John de Crevecoeur to Winthrop Sargeant,
Sept. 25, 1787. M'film. Mass. Hist. Soc.
Ibid. Jan. 7, 1788.
E. P. Walton (ed.). 0£. cit. pp. 388-390.
VJhile
While in France during
these months he divided
dur
his time between the quiet of his father's Normandy estate where he worked on a revision of
his book Lettres d'un Cultivateur Americain and
Paris, where he was caught up in the mad social
whirl of Madame d'Houdetot's salon.
Magazine of American History, July, 1880. p. 244.
H.A. Washington, The Writings of Thomas Jefferson (Monticello, 1869).9vols. Vol. VI. p. 85.
Howard M. Jones, America and French Culture (Univ.
of N. Car. Press, Chapel Hill,1927). pp. 129130. Most of these men later became leaders in
the great French Revolution. William Short was
secretary to Thomas Jefferson when the latter
represented the United States in France during
the last half of the 1780 «s.
Ibid, p. 130.
J. Hector St „ John de Crevecoeur, Letters from an
American Farmer (New York, 1912). p. 236.
These French families had purchased land from the
Scioto Company
an organization which did not
actually own the land sold. Several months of
confusion and hardship plagued the immigrants
after their arrival. Finally the United States
Government solved the unhappy situation by giving the French a few thousand acres of land in
the upper Ohio River Valley o There is no evidence to indicate that Crevecoeur was. in any
way involved in the unfortunate episode. Archer
Butler Hulbert, The Ohio River: A Course of
Empire (New York, 1906) pp. 263-265.
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12/
58/
12/

60/
61/
62/

61/
64/
6V

. JOHN DE CRJVECQEUR

AS A DIPLOMAT, 1783-1790

Robert de Crevecoeur. Og. cit. pp. 263-265.
Proc. of the Amer. Philo. Soc. f XXII, Part 11.
pp. 167-168.
brewing in that counThe storm of Revolution was brewing
try and there was a much greater interest in domestic affairs than in encouragement of trade,
Robert de Crevecoeur. Og. cit. pp. 319-323.
Robert Fulton is credited with having invented
the steamboat in 1807, but Fitch at least built
a workable device for the use of steam some
twenty years before.
Robert de Crevecoeur. Ojd. cit. pp. 319-324.
Let., St. John de Crevecoeur to an unidentified
friend, July 22, 1787. Photostat, Ths Hist. Soc.
of Penn. Also see Let., Crevecoeur to Bowdoin,
Aug. 26, 1788. M'film. Mass. Hist. Soc.
Let., St. John de Crevecoeur to Gen. James Webb,
March, 1789. Photostat. New York Pub. Lib.
E. Lavasseur. Ojd. cit. pp. 530-531.
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ON SCIENCE AND

PHILOSOPHY^/

Harold D. Hantz
University of Arkansas
I
am sure that some of you are thinking that only
a philosopher would dare select a title so comprehensive, and even vague, as one "Cn Science and Philosophy." You are probably wondering whether or not
there can be anything definite concerning a topic
hope that I
this broad. Like you, I
shall have something more specific to say than the title might indicate. As a matter of fact, Ihad more specific
titles, some fancy, some plain, but none quite appropriate.
Finally I
gave up on titles, trusting
that if you were not driven away by the present one,
you would be pleased to find any specificity whatsoever, and the title would then be forgotton, or at
least forgiven.
My theme, then, is this: That the objectives of
scientific inquiry in itls best sense and of philosophic inquiry in its best sense are in many respects
identical; that in the intellectual history of Western civilization the union of scientific and philosophic inquiry has often provided its most fruitful
moments; and that separation of scientific inquiry
and philosophic inquiry (a separation which in our
day seems ever more acute) is perilous to both.
The initial step in exploring this theme consists
in making as precise as possible the meaning of the
expressions "scientific inquiry in its best sense"
and "philosophic inquiry in its best sense."
This
step might be put somewhat more loosely as definitions of "science" and "philosophy." The step is
y A paper read at a general meeting of the Arkansas
Academy of Science at the University of Arkansas, April 23, 1954.
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"Why not?" you ask, "For
surely every scientist knows what 'science 1 means
and every philosopher knows, or should know, what
mean
'philosophy' means." Let me illustrate what I
by the difficulty of definition here, beginning with
not even a definition of science in general, but one
branch of science, physics. The definition is taken
from a well-known textbook. (3) "Physics deals with
the properties and phenomena of inanimate matter as
affected by forces, and is especially concerned with
the properties common to all kinds of matter and
those changes of form and state which matter undergoes without being changed in kind, as well as such
general phenomena as sound, heat, electricity, and
magnetism."
Now the definition may be technically
sound, but it is pedagogically absurd. How many beginning students, for example, could do anything more
than parrot the words? The student should find this
definition meaningful at the close of the course,
but hardly at the beginning. I
cite this definition
to point to a difficulty, not only for exploring the
theme I
have chosen, but also in a larger sense for
communication among scientists and between scientists
and laymen. We are immersed in disparate disciplines
which become ever more technical.
How do we tell
the outsider what we are up to? Isn't this the way
the questions come: "You are a mathematician, now
"So you are a nuclear physiwhat ±s_ mathematics?"
cist. Fine, just what is nuclear physics all about?"
And so it goes. And what do we answer? We give the
kind of definition of "physics" above. I
have done
it many times for philosophy, myself. We have something pat, highly abstract, and generally meaningless to someone outside the field.
hope you will bear with me a little more on
I
this problem, for its implications for mutual understanding are important. Let me now take a definition
of "science" from a respectable book on logic and
scientific method by Cohen and Nagel. "We reserve

not an easy one to take.
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the term 'science' for knowledge which is , general
and systematic, that is, in which specific propositions are all deduced from a few general principles. "(1) At first blush this definition seems clear
enough and perhaps adequate insofar as such brevitycan ever be adequate for extensive disciplines such
as the sciences.
But a little reflection presents
certain stumbling blocks. By this definition St.
Thomas Aquinas' Summa Theologica is science.
The
knowledge there noted is general and systematic. He
deduces specific propositions, even to the adornment
of women and the economics of the market place, from
general principles. Yet today, a certain uneasiness
develops when a definition of "science" embraces at
once, without qualification, Thomas' Summa and Newton's Principia. Such a definition would seem to
slur over important distinctions between the two
works, and I
am alone in suspecting that
doubt that I
definition
requires
the
some clarification.
We are back where wa started without a definition.
It would be easy, but unprofitable here, to supply
other definitions presenting difficulties. In view
of .such difficulties we might ask after the tremendous burst of scientific investigation over the past
300 years providing a vast store of knowledge, why
is it so troublesome to state simply and clearly
suggest that one reason is this
what science is? I
very growth of a considerable variety of sciences
and that these sciences in turn are in varying stages
of development. Physics is much older than sociology
and possesses
a precision which the latter cannot
begin to approximate at the moment. Is it then possible to find a common core to the sciences such that
the term "science" can be used in any meaningful way
at all? With some recent writers the attempt is
abandoned altogether to the extent that even the expression "scientific method" is considered naive.
The new locution should rather be "scientific methods."
Before we too quickly accept this latest fad, I
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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shall be old-fashioned enough to suggest that it is
still meaningful to speak of scientific method, and

that if it is meaningful to speak of scientific
method then the word "science" has significance at
least in terms of a basic unity of method. Today no
one, of course, will deny that the various sciences
need instruments, techniques, and theoretical constructs appropriate to their particular problems.
Clearly one of the retarding factors in the development of the social sciences was an almost blind aping
of physics in the 17th and 18th centuries, especially
as to approach and types of theory construction. The
ideal in the social sciences was the achievement of
a kind of social physics.
In more than one writer,
man was conceived as a social atom, motivated by
pure selfishness, enlighvarious imputed forces
tened self-interest, a social sympathy, or one of
these in common with reason, and so on, in much the
same way as physical atoms moved in terms of the law
of gravitation and the invariant laws of motion.
Fortunately this unhappy mimicry of physics has been
transcended.
But if it has been transcended, does
this mean that there is nothing in common between,
say, physics and sociology?
suggest that there are present in all scienI
tific investigations certain factors o r traits of
sufficient importance to warrant our speaking of a
common scientific method. What then are these common factors?
I
shall list them in one, two, three
fashion, but Ido not mean that they are so many
serial steps followed in every inquiry. They are
rather common traits. 2/
1. A problematic situation. The origin of scientific inquiry is in problematic situations, situations
of indeterminacy, perplexity, doubt.
It is these

—

=/

My indebtedness to methodological
Dewey will be obvious.
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which generate investigations. The investigator who
has no doubts, no questions, no perplexities, literally ceases to investigate.
Inquiry is at an end.
On the other hand, the seminal mind in a science is
the mind that in a sense flourishes on doubt, perplexities, questions leading to the formulation of
new problems. One of the prominent characteristics
that distinguishes science from religion, as religion
is frequently conceived, is precisely this search
for novelty in contrast witha passion for certainty.
There is, furthermore, a close relationship between
the determination of problematic situations and a
habit of mind of the scientist.
This habit is that
of holding his beliefs, even his most cherished and
confirmed beliefs in some degree of suspension.
Should this suspension become rigid, genuine inquiry
ceases.
2. The careful formulation of a definite problem
out of the problematic situation.
This factor consists of procedures utilized to transform an initially
perplexing, doubtful, indeterminate situation into
one of greater precision. The techniques are numerous and usually include such matters as the examination of procedures and the results of investigations
in allied problems and the search for significant
as opposed to irrelevant elements in the situation
under investigation.
3. The formulation of possible solutions to the
roblem or, in more sophisticated language, the development of hypotheses. The search may be brief or
lengthy. The first proposal may be successful, or
All this
many alternatives may fail in the tests.
is familiar. It is this element in the process which
is perhaps the focal point of the creative activity
of scientific inquiry. It is also here that the more
systematic a science becomes, the more the symbolic
formulation of hypotheses tends to be mathematical.
4. The testing of the hypotheses. From the 17th
century to the present day the insistence has been
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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upon some sort of experimental situation for the
testing or confirmation of hypotheses.
If this experiential situation can be experimental, the actual
manipulation of the conditions of the problem, so
much the better. With the development of the experimental sciences, the testing is increasingly a function of instrumentation.
In an important way the
history of modern science is a function of the hisIn 1925 Whitehead commentory of instrumentation.
why
ted: "The reason
we are on a higher imaginative
scientists
level than earlier
is not because we have
imagination,
finer
but because we have better instruments. In science, the most important thing that
has happened during the last forty years is the advance in instrumental design. (10)
5. The systematic development of the logical consequences of hypotheses. Sometimes an hypothesis is
not directly testable; hence logical consequences
are deduced, usually mathematically, for the purpose
of finding testable situations.
Thus Galileo could
not test directly his hypothesis that the acceleration of a freely falling body was proportional to
the time of the fall. A logical consequence is that
the distance of the fallis proportional to the square
of the times. This proposition could be experimentally confirmed.
The situation was, of course, his
inclined-plane
experiment. Again, if an hyclassic
pothesis is confirmed in one instance, what other
consequences
can be developed to be tested?
As the
confirming tests increase, confidence in the adequacy
of the hypothesis grows.
Again, the five factors just described may, or
may not, occur in the order named.
The formulation
of a definite problem, the formulation of hypotheses,
the testing, the development of logical consequences
interpenetrate one another in the actual reflection
of the scientist as he goes about his work. But
these factors can be discerned in the analysis of
inquiry called scientific and constitute basic distinguishing traits of that inquiry.

"
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The end results of inquiry as here described yield
statements about "Comparative Effects of Total Body
and Tail Heating on the Peripheral Leukocyte Count
of the Rat," (7) or "The Effects of Wind-Drift of
Ueed- Killer or Some Puerto Rican Trees," (8) or "A
New Dense Crystalline Silica, "(9) or in other words,
that vast store of experientially verified propositions or the so-called factual information about the
physical, biological, and social world.
But scientific inquiry also yields statements of
a higher degree of generality than those just noted;
e.g., Galileo's Law of Falling Bodies, Boyle's Law of
Gases, Ohm's Law, and the like. (I realize the term
"law" is subject to criticism in contemporary methodological analyses. I
merely mention these hypotheses
they
usually
are
referred to in the literature.)
as
generality
comes in part from the large,
Their greater
perhaps indefinite, number of phenomena falling within the law.
Noting this matter of generality, we turn now to
a sixth trait or element in scientific inquiry: The
s earch for system and sometimes its achievement in
terms of a relatively few abstract hypotheses from
which propositions of less generality are deduced.
This is that aspect of science referred to previousD.y
as Cohen and Nagel's definition of "science." To
call it the meaning o r the nature of science seems
narrow, since this trait obviously is not present in
every scientific investigation.
It is more aptly
called the ideal of science.
A clue to this factor
as an ideal is that such systematization is found
only in the so-called advanced sciences.
As a matsuspect "advanced science" and "achieveter of fact, I
ment of systemat; zation" are equivalent expressions.
In the early nistory of modern science the illustration which leaps to mind of this sort of ideal of
of
science is Newton's Principia. There the
investigrtions in certain branches of physics and
of astronomy from Copernicus to Newton over a period
130
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systematization.
Because of this achievement Newton's name became in
the 17th to the end of the 19th century virtually
synonymous with science.
It is this same sort of
achievement of even a higher order of generality that
in our own day Einstein has accomplished, I
am told.
(I have to add the "I am told" for I
not
do
have the
technical equipment to understand the mathematics of
what he has accomplished.)
I
should like to read a
fairly lengthy quotation from Einstein on precisely
this matter of generality:

of 144 years received the consummate

Among the various pictures of the world
which are formed by the artist and the philosopher and the poet, what place does the worldpicture o f the theoretical physicist occupy?
Its chief quality must be scrupulous correctness and internal logical coherence, which only
the language of mathematics can express.
On
the other hand, the physicist has to be severe
and self-denying in regard to the material he
uses. He has to be content with reproducing
the most simple processes that are open to our
sensory experience, because the more complex
processes cannot be represented by the human
mind with the subtle exactness and logical sequence which are indispensable for the theoretical physicist.
Even at the expense of completeness, we have
to secure purity, clarity, and accurate correspondence between the representation and the
thing represented. When one realizes how small
a part of nature can thus be comprehended and
expressed in an exact formulation, while all
that is subtle and complex has to be excluded,
it is only natural to ask, what sort of attraction this work can have? Does the result
of such self-denying selection deserve the
high-sounding name of World-Picture?
Published by Arkansas Academy of Science, 1956
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I
think it does; because the most general
laws on which the thought -structure of theoretical physics is built have to be taken into
consideration in studying even the simplest
events in nature. If they were fully known
one ought to be able to deduce from them by
means of purely abstract reasoning the theory
of every process of nature, including that of
life itself. I
mean theoretically, because in
practice such a process of deduction is entirely beyond the capacity of human reasoning.
Therefore the fact that in science we have to
be content with an incomplete picture of the
physical universe is not due to the nature of
the universe itself but rather to us.
Thus the supreme task of the physicist is
the discovery of the most general elementary
laws from which the world-picture can be deduced logically.
In every important advance
the physicist finds that the fundamental laws
are simplified more and more a s experimental
research advances. He is astonished to notice
how sublime order emerges from what appeared
to be chaos. (5)

..

This ultimate search for comprehensive order is what
I
referred to in my theme as "the objective of scientific inquiry in its best sense."
But now what are we going to do with philosophy
in this paper? I
have struggled so long in trying
point
to
to what seems to me to be the common eleinquiry that little time is left
of
scientific
ments
for philosophy. I
am sure that any one of you, the
practicing scientist, could have made wonderfully
clear in one-half or one-fourth the time just what
suspect that since I
the essence of science is. I
am
practicing
you
with
similar
philosopher
expect
a
me
dispatch to make wonderfully clear precisely what
philosophy is. And it is here that I
am embarrassed,
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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must confess I
for I
do not find it easy to state
briefly the nature of philosophy.
Oh, it is easy
enough to toss off the pat definitions to which I
referred earlier. Philosophy is the love of wisdom.
Philosophy is seeing life steadily and seeing it
whole. But these vignettes require a world of elaboration, and thus we are back to our old difficulty.
I
can make quite clear, quite briefly, what I
think philosophy is not. Philosophy is not a system
of static beliefs. A man willof ten ask his neighbor,
"Well, just what is your philosophy of life?" Meaning frequently, what i
s that system o f last-stand
you
beliefs to which
will hold no matter what. In
this sense philosophy becomes identical with some
people's view of religion as a set of ultimate, unchallengeable beliefs. Philosophy may be
in fact,
it is in some of its branches --concerned with laststand beliefs, but it is not concerned with them in
this manner. For philosophy is preeminently a quest,
an inquiry.
What then is the nature of this quest? The best
answer to this question is the study of the history
of philosophy.
Since such a proper study would be
question
out of the
in so short a time as five or
ten minutes, I
shall have to indicate what my own
study finds characteristic of its history. I
think
philosophy in its best moments is a quest, an inquiry working toward a critical, systematic, and comprehensive view of man's experience.
Now "experience," as William James pointed out, is a doublebarreled word. It means both the objects of experience and the way we experience them. I
use "experience" here in this double-barreled sense.
Quite
obviously the objects of our experience are the totality of what we do experience:
the natural world
around us, the totality of culture with its complex
institutional framework, and our own internal experi"Incredible," you say, "that any man should
ence.
dare to embrace so much." Incredible it may be, but

—
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a few have so dared, and Ithink their daring has
been profitable for mankind. Very early in its history certain types of questions emerged as the most
persistent in this quest; questions which have prompted the development of, broadly speaking, three major
areas of philosophic inquiry: (a) Questions about
nature, producing metaphysics, the study of the most
pervasive characteristics
of nature;
©.•£•> space,
time, and causality, and cosmology or theories of
the development of the universe; (b) questions about
knowledge, which have led to studies, in the language
of Locke, of "the origin, certainty, and extent of
human knowledge," and to logic, the analysis of the
weight of evidence for our belief s ; and (c) questions
about values or what men consider worthwhile, leading
to ethics, the analysis of religious experience, and
to theories of art. The effort in the greatest of
the philosophers has been just this: In these fields
to examine critically the foundations of each, to attempt some systematic treatment within each, and to
undertake some comprehensive, systematic view of the
s this sort of
relations among these fields. It i
enterprise that in its history the greatest of the
philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, Spinoza, and
Kant, or on the contemporary scene, Whitehead, Russell, Santayana, and Dewey undertook. This is philosophy in its best sense.
What, then, has this conception of philosophy to
do with the theme of this paper? If I
have interpreted correctly the objectives of science and philosophy in their best senses, it should be clear that
they are identical in the search for comprehensive
order within man's experience.
The physical scientist takes a portion of that experience; e_.£. the
physical world, and in this selection his objective
is more restricted.
The philosopher undertakes to
understand the unity there achieved and to relate it
biological, social,
to other types of experience:
moral, religious, aesthetic. What the physical sci-

,
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entist achieves has always, and will always, influence profoundly the nature of the unity achieved by

the philosopher, for the exploration of the relation
between man and nature is one of the crucial philosophic problems.
Every philosopher worth his salt
has always tried to understand and appropriate the
best available knowledge of the natural world of his
can see no other road for a genuine philosoday. I
phy.
From what I
have just said, the idea might arise
that there is but a one-way path from science to
philosophy; that is, the scientist provides comprehensive unities which the philosopher employs, but
the philosopher has nothing to offer in return. I
have made
do not think this is the case. Actually I
claim
that
in
the
intellecmy
a second
in
theme
tual history o f Western civilization t he union of
scientific and philosophic inquiry has often provided its most fruitful moments.
I
believe this concan
abundantly,
tention
be documented
but Ishall
illustrate briefly only from ancient Greece and the
17th century.
It was in ancient Greece that the enterprises of
philosophy and science, as we have come to know them,
were born; born, one might say, as twins. The history of Western philosophy began about 600 B.C. with
a group o f Greek philosophers who wrote "about Nature." What is it they sought? They sought to understand the material basis of the universe and the
energizing forces that are responsible for the ceaseless change that takes place. Here was formulated
at least the clear notion of a universe, the idea of
a comprehensive order. The theories were naive, but
this idea is not naive, and within two-hundred years
Domecritus stated the not so naive theory that the
universe consists only of atoms in motion governed
by inexorable laws. I
am sure that Democritus would
have felt very much at home in 1687, the year Newton's
Principia was published.

—
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A second extravagant speculation, but of the most
profound importance for the entire history of science,
was the Fythagorean notion that number i
s the keyto nature. The Pythagoreans were bewitched by their
controlling idea and readily generated a numerical
magic, but their faith that nature is through and
through a mathematical order was to work later a
kind of magic inmodern science. Plato readily adopted the notion and made ita cardinal element in his
theory of knowledge and theory of nature.
It was
this Plato, poet mathematician, philosopher, who was
to contribute to the birth of modern science by being a factor in the transmission of this mathematical
faith. In the Italian Renaissance, there was a strong
revival of Platonism, and through it impetus was given
to the search for mathematical relationships in nature. Galileo himself says:
Here /in his collected works/ will be perceived from innumerable examples what is the
use of mathematics for judgment in the natural
sciences and how impossible it is to philosophize correctly without the guidance of Geometry, as the wise maxim of Plato has it True
philosophy expounds nature to us; but she can
be understood only by him who has learned the
speech and symbols in which she speaks to us.
This speech is mathematics, and its symbols
are mathematical figures. Philosophy is written in this greatest book, which continually
stands open here to the eyes of all, but cannot be understood unless one first learns the
language and characters in which it is written. This language is mathematics, and the
characters are triangles, circles, and other
mathematical figures." (6)
A third illustration of the intimate tie between
science and philosophy in their early years was a
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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Greek discovery which lies at the heart of the verypossibility of both. It was the Greek philosophers
who discovered discourse, and Aristotle more than
any other at that time who systematized this discovery. What does the discovery of discourse mean? It
was the Greeks who found that the pushes and pulls
of nature could be transmuted into discourse which
then has meaning in terms o f the actual events out
It is disof which the discourse is generated.
course, statements, propositions, which are seen to
have meaning and to be true or false. Events are not
true or false. And it is our statements and propositions a s they are systematized
and tested which
constitute the heart of science.
This the Greeks
clearly saw, a discovery which Dewey calls the greatest single discovery of man. Logos, the word, discourse, is then itself made an object of study to
provide us with logic, and within this general study
the first careful treatment of the idea of science
as system is found in Aristotle's Posterior Analytics.
I
shall turn to only one more example in classical
Greece of the tie between philosophy and science.
Aristotle, I
suppose, is the best example at that
time of scientist and philosopher. Few people, sometimes even in philosophy, seem to realize that Aristotle wrote on biology more than on any other subject
matter. Historians of science are wont to call him
the father of biology. No less a biologist than Larwin commented, "Cuvier and Linnaeus have been my two
gods, though in very different ways, but they were
"
mere schoolboys to old Aristotle. (2) But we can
not pause to examine why these encomia are made.
One of the rare occasions when Aristotle, the dispassionate writer, shows any sign o f emotion is in
a passage at the close of the first book of a work,
On the Parts of Animals, in which he eloquently urges
the study o f animal and plant life
The influence
of Aristotle's work in biology upon his total philosophy was profound. It permeates, for example, his

.
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ethics, one of the finest statements ofa naturalistic ethic that has ever been written. Man is a perfectly natural, not a supernatural creature, Aristotle
argues. In terms of this natural basis and the fact
that he possesses intelligence to a higher degree
than the other animals, what is the good life for man?
Those who pursue science as a naturalistic undertaking, but put man in a separate non-natural category
for his moral behavior, would do well to read this
challenge to their supernaturalistic assumptions.
Well, I
have come here not to praise the Greeks,
but to illustrate the virtual union o f science and
philosophy, as they were born in Western culture.
The union persisted in the social sciences until recent date and still does in some respects down to
the present.
It continued with the physical scienthink
ces I
at least until Newton. Galileo fought
with more than one philosophy professor of his day,
usually to the discredit of the philosophy professor,
but Ithink the argument was not about science as
against philosophy, but what was correct in philosophy. It seems he argues in this way:
Does not
philosophy have something to do with the advancement
of knowledge? Scholastic philosophy has become sterile in its blind obedience to authority. Correct
philosophy is to be found in getting on with the
study of nature, a view, interestingly enough, that
Aristotle pushed hard in the first book of his Metaphysics

.

The union between the scientist and the philosopher in the 17th century was often so close as to be
virtually indistinguishable.
Descartes, you will
remember, invented analytical geometry. He saw this
invention as an illustration of a new method of philosophizing which he would apply to all of man's experience. This method is described in his Discourse
on Method and is further illustrated in his Principles
of Philosophy, a work on a theory of nature.
His
mathematical discovery he did not see as something
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/jaas/vol9/iss1/1
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separate

from his philosophizing. Galileo was never

more critical of scholastic philosophy than Descartes;
yet curiously enough there is the common notion that
Galileo fits into the history of science and not
philosophy whereas Descartes fits into the history
of philosophy and not, or only secondarily, in scisuspect they both belong in both streams.
ence. I
Descartes
most speculative hypothesis was his mechanical view of nature. This is, of course, a revival
of the Democratean view: Nature is composed only of
matter in motion, operating in terms of invariant
laws. This is the view that has given Descartes'
name to what some historians call the Cartesian Revolution. The history of modern science until the latter part of the l°th century seemed documentary proof
of the hypothesis.
It was Newton, of course, who
provided evidence for this view in a way that Descartes never accomplished.
Newton's work is so frequently referred to by a
single word of its title, Principia, Isometimes
think that, ifnot the title, then certainly the significance, has been forgotten. You will recall it,
Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica; i,.£.
Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy. What
did Newton mean by this title? Perhaps it was an
accident. Perhaps Newton didn't really know what he
meant. Or perhaps it means what it says, that he is
dealing with the mathematical principles of natural
philosophy, or as he himself says in his introduction, "Ihave in this treatise cultivated mathematics
as far as it relates to philosophy." (4) What the
early Greek philosophers had dreamed about a theory
of nature which would make intelligible the great
ebb and flow of things in nature, is now realized in
a language they could not yet know, a highly developed
mathematics, and with evidence that required the patient observation of numerous individuals. A general
theory of nature; yes, a science of nature had now
been achieved.
What remains is primarily the com-

'

,

,
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pletion of the details, an undertaking which seems
to have been the primary occupation of the energies
of physical scientists during the 18th and well into the 19th century untilnew evidence within physics
required reexamination of the basis of the Newtonian
Theory. You will note this reexamination and reformulation came from no promptings and virtually no
help from within the philosophic fraternity.
"Why is this so? The reasons probably are numerous, but one clearly is a product of the 19th century. If the 19th century did not invent, at least
it fostered, specialization of inquiry ina way never
known before.
The advancement of knowledge turned
The results
into a kind of assembly-line process.
have been both a blessing and a curse. Items, one
might almost say atoms of knowledge have proliferated
at an unbelievable rate. But high specialization
has fostered an insularity such that one social scientist can hardly talk to another of different breed,
let alone to a physical scientist. Except in physical theory, the systematic organization of large
areas of experience seems not only to lag, but even
to be shunned. The same trend has operated in philosophy.
The men in 20th century philosophy I
mentioned earlier are all dead except Russell; and he
suppose, the peak of his imaginative
has passed, I
production.
Where are the young men in philosophy
who dare to see man's experience steadily and wholly?
They haven't spoken yet. For one thing, I
can see
no adequate philosophy without an adequate theory of
nature, and it is a plain fact that most philosophers
today do not know enough about contemporary physical
should be the first to confess this ignotheory. I
rance.
On the other hand an adequate theory of nature is not an adequate philosophy of life because,
fortunately or unfortunately, man is a moral and
aesthetic creature besides a thinking creature. The
spectacle of certain scientists
who have suddenly
become excited about the consequences o f the atom
140
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bomb and turned moral philosophers, has not been an
encouraging one. The world did not have to wait for
the atom bomb to raise the question of the relation
between man's knowledge and his moral beliefs. The
question has been explored and clarified over a period of twenty-five-hundred years in Western philosophy. Why not be aware of and use that analysis?
What then would seem to be the lesson in this predicament?
I
have tried to show that the objectives
of scientific inquiry in its best sense and of philosophy in its best sense have much in common; that
in the intellectual history o f the West the interpenetration of science and philosophy has provided
some of its most fruitful moments.
Would not the
lesson seem to be that somehow, as scientists and
philosophers, we must disenthrall ourselves?
That
somehow we must rise above our specialties for the
enhancement and enlargement of one another's minds
in the pursuit of what seems to be a common objective
to understand nature and man's place in it.

—
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PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

OF SEGREGATION IN BUSES

,
Martin M. Grossack
Philander Smith College^/

At first glance it might appear that a psychologist should find a more significant topic to discuss
than segregation in buses.
Analysis reveals , however, that it has practical importance worthy of
scientific attention.
During the past two years I
have been part of a
Negro community in the roles of teacher, participant
observer, counselor,, and researcher. Whenever segregations or race relations are discussed in classes.,
small freshman orientation groups, or in research
interviews, the problem of bus segregation is spontaneously
intensely, and repeatedly brought to my
attention. Certainly, for the Negroes, ithas strong
saliency and is evoked time and time again. As scientists aware of the importance of people's perceptions,
the problem is quite real for the psychologists.
j

The Social Setting of Bus Segregation
Segregation in intra-state public transportation
occurs within a social framework that legally condones racist ideology and discrimination.
Segregation is socially normative, and deviating individuespecially Negroes
als
soon experience the effects of social sanctions from Southern power figures,
The problem, then, must be considered in relation
the
total social system.
Through experiences in
to
buses, children learn the role behavior demanded by
Southern law. Were buses integrated, role conflicts
would ensue, especially for those white children and
adults not accustomed to contact of this type. Negroes

—

1

—
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would probably adapt

to integration in buses more

quickly since their overt conformity is less often
* internalized. (4)
Segregated busses teach segregation as a way of
life. Scientific and clinical evidence exists showing that segregation has unhealthy consequences
for
majority and minority. (l)(12) We can apply similar
arguments to the bus situation.
Let us briefly consider the contention that equal
facilities on a bus are not possible under the system
of segregation.
Any segregated behavior which is
enforced by law cannot lead to equality inits psychological consequences.
We find that whites can sit
in the back in the bus without punishment, but Negroes
cannot sit in the front. Often the back of the bus
is less convenient and less comfortable.
Using the terminology of Lewin(7) (6), we can consider segregation as imposing a barrier to locomotion
for the Negro on the bus. His child cannot sit near
the driver and "be one, too." He must stand in the
rear when there are empty seats in front. Psychologists know that barriers to locomotion are highly
correlated
with experiences of deprivation, goal
blockage, and frustration.
Further, responses to
frustration are often unhealthy. So we have evidence
that the practice we are discussing can have important consequences on Negro mental health.
The bus situation for the Negro, in Lewin's terminology, i
s one o f conflicting forces, with the
existence of a strong driving force (the bus takes
him towards his goal in physical space), and weaker
restraining forces (experiences of frustration when
conforming), which contributes to the already existing Negro hostility.
We can also consider situations of overt discrimination psychologically different from those of subtle discrimination. Whenever the Negro performs his
obligatory role behavior, a reminder o f the caste
His rejection is
system greets his consciousness.
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constant. For Jews and Catholics discrimination cannot easily be predicted or verified.
One might,
therefore, predict more uncertainty in some situations for Jews and Catholics than for Negroes.
Some Psychological Effects o f Segregated
Buses on the Negro
As a frustrating situation, the segregates bus
evokes responses from the minority that include:
1. Considerable passing by lighter-skined individuals who seat themselves in the white section
thereby impressing Negroes and deceiving whites.
2. Walking, as an expression of passive resistance.

3. Hostile feelings that quickly are suppressed,
but function to increase inferiority feelings and a
reaction-formation of deference.
4. Overt conformity, without internal compliance,
which is related to Negro cynicism.
5. Feelings of anomie, apathy, defensiveness in
interpersonal behavior with whites.
6. Self disregard, usually at a non conscious
level.
7. Compensation by the acquisition of attentiongetting automobiles at a cost above the individual's
means
8. Overt rebellion by sitting in the white section. This, though rare, has been occurring with increasing frequency, since bus drivers do not uniformly stop the bus or call a law enforcement officer.
This last reaction seems somewhat more frequent in
West Indian Negroes whose cultural background and
self-evaluations differ markedly from native Southern
Negroes.
Childhood memories and self-evaluation concerning
segregated bus situations are frequent for the Negro.
When asked how he or she learned about being a Negro
the segregated bus often plays a prominent role in

-

-

.
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the response.
"Mother yanked ire to the back away
from the whites," "I was slapped for wanting to go
up front," "Icouldn't be near the driver I
wanted
to watch," are typical comments.
Awareness of differential treatment is most acute
with the segregated bus. You can't usually see two
separate schools, two waiting rooms, or other facilities at the same time and make comparisons.
But
social comparisons are easily made for the Negro in
the bus. Festinger has theorized a relationship between self -evaluation and social comparison. (4) The
Negro, I
maintain, learns to think less of himself
through social comparisons made in situations of segregation. The segregated bus is the ideal situation
to promote inferiority feelings since an individual
can compare himself with both groups at once, check
his comparisons, and recheck them as he rides. This
may help explain the frequency of conversations among
Negroes concerning their experiences in buses.
Negroes often describe their group membership negatively. They show frequent signs of inferiority and
lack of self-confidence. Certainly they feel powerless and resentful of the bus situation. One child
said: "There is not much for being a Negro. I
would
rather be called anything but that, but since I
am
one, I
have to take it... One thing about being a
Negro is you can't ride anywhere you want on trains,
jsuses, or anything. "(5)
Segregated buses have their effects on Negro cohesion. Negroes are forced to have contact with
Negroes.
they are
There is a commonality of fate
all in the same part of the bus. Friendships among
Negroes would, we suspect, be facilitated by this
condition. Hypotheses of Homans(6) and a study of
Festinger and Kelley(4) support this contact theory
of friendship formation,
How does this contact situation affect Negro-white
relations? Existing friendships cannot be strengthened on the bus. Whites and Negroes can't say much

—
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to one another, and can't easily become friends when
Communications that
they are physically separated.
would correct distorted perceptions, challenge rumors,
or create friendships are highly unlikely. This barrier against communication is conducive to social
tension and promotes autistic hostility as described
by Newcomb. (10) Thibaut and Coules(l4) have indicated how autistic hostility may be reduced through
inter-personal communication.
It would be difficult to claim that segregated
busses help improve Negro-white relations.
An integrated situation would to some extent, provide
opportunities for communication, and contribute to
greater Negro- white harmony.
Effects of Segregated Buses on Whites
As we have seen, the segregated bus situation promotes false beliefs and distorted perceptions for
whites as well as Negroes since it imposes on all
individuals within the bus barriers to locomotion
toward one another. Such locomotion is necessary for
realistic social perceptions. Asa reinforcing situation for segregated practices, the bus encourages
the continuation of white extra-punitiveness and unconscious guilt such as described in(13). The white
must remain defensive about the Negro and irrationally conform to a cultural tradition that even he
sometimes questions.
Another consequence for the white is the continuance of racist thinking, which may predispose the
individual to accept totalitarian ideologies and
Segregation also helps to
authoritarian practices.
decrease the social sensitivity of the white, make
his perceptions of people less discriminating, and
decreases the likelihood of realistic perceptions of
reality, described by Maslow(9) as characteristic of
psychological health. It should be added that segregation affords immediate gains to many Negroes(ll)
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and most whites, especially in the economic, sexual,
and prestige areas for the latter group. (2) Segregation in buses would seem to have unsound consequences for both white and Negro, and for society
at large.
A survey cited in the recent Supreme Court decision
on school segregation reports that 82% of the psychologists answering believed that enforced segregation
under "equal conditions" harm the majority group;
90.4$ believed that they harm the minority group. (1)
Only 3.3% of the 272 psychologists interviewed believed that it does not detrimentally affect the
majority, and 2.2$ that it does not have unfavorable
consequences for the segregated group.
In conclusion it may be stated that segregation
in buses is part of the larger social framework of
segregation.
An attempt was made to indicate how
separate but equal facilities are impossible in segregated buses, and how such situations have frustrating consequences
for Negroes and affect their
personalities, self evaluations, and social relations. Consequences of segregation for whites and
for the relations of the two groups were also presented.
Depth interviews, protective pictures of segregated bus situations, and play techniques using white
and Negro respondents can provide evidence concerning the assertions presented. Possibly the significance of experiences on segregated buses in the development and reinforcing of inter-group attitudes
and role behavior for both Negro and white will be
greater than might be imagined.

-
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Seeking The Truth
Seeking the truth and making it known is the unending goal of scientists everywhere. In biology, chemistry, and yes, even petroleum technology, arriving at
facts is the constant aim.
But how far does the truth go? Does it stop within
a business organization, or is it spread to its customers?
Pan-Am Southern Corporation and the men who
work and manage it,believe our customers are entitled
to all the FACTS.
For this reason, amid a welter of claims about gasoline performance Pan-Am developed its "Gasoline
Buyer's Guide." In a straightforward manner the Guide
tells exactly which grade of Pan-Am Balanced Energy
Gasoline is required for all car makes. Surprisingly,
9 cars out of 10 can operate at top efficiency on PanAm's new Regular.
Because of its lower cost, literally millions of doilars were saved by motorists during 1955 after they
consulted our "Buyer's Guide."
Strange way to do business? Perhaps. But if you
will stop at a Pan-Am Station and check your own car
on the list, we believe that we many make a new or
better friend of you.

/
Pan-Am Southern Corporation
Offices: Little Rock
New Orleans
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